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ABSTRACT
Context. Molecular filaments have received special attention recently, thanks to new observational results on their properties. In
particular, our early analysis of filament properties from Herschel imaging data in three nearby molecular clouds revealed a narrow
distribution of median inner widths centered at a characteristic value of about 0.1 pc.
Aims. Here, we extend and complement our initial study with a detailed analysis of the filamentary structures identified with Herschel
in eight nearby molecular clouds (at distances<500 pc). Our main goal is to establish statistical distributions of median properties
averaged along the filament crests and to compare the results with our earlier work based on a smaller number of filaments.
Methods. We use the column density (NH2 ) maps derived from Herschel data and the DisPerSE algorithm to trace a network of
individual filaments in each cloud. We analyze the density structure along and across the main filament axes in detail. We build
synthetic maps of filamentary clouds to assess the completeness limit of our extracted filament sample and validate our measurements
of the filament properties. These tests also help us to select the best choice of parameters to be used for tracing filaments with DisPerSE
and fitting their radial column density profiles.
Results. Our analysis yields an extended sample of 1310 filamentary structures and a selected sample of 599 filaments with aspect
ratios larger than 3 and column density contrasts larger than 0.3. We show that our selected sample of filaments is more than 95 %
complete for column density contrasts larger than 1, with only ∼ 5 % of spurious detections. On average, more than 15 % of the total
gas mass in the clouds, and more than 80 % of the dense gas mass (at NH2 > 7 × 1021 cm−2), is found to be in the form of filaments,
respectively. Analysis of the radial column density profiles of the 599 filaments in the selected sample indicates a narrow distribution of
crest-averaged inner widths, with a median value of 0.10 pc and an interquartile range of 0.07 pc. In contrast, the extracted filaments
span wide ranges in length, central column density, column density contrast, and mass per unit length. The characteristic filament
width is well resolved by Herschel observations, and a median value of ∼0.1 pc is consistently found using three distinct estimates
based on (1) a direct measurement of the width at half power after background subtraction, as well as (2) Gaussian and (3) Plummer
fits. The existence of a characteristic filament width is further supported by the presence of a tight correlation between mass per unit
length and central column density for the observed filaments.
Conclusions. Our detailed analysis of a large filament sample confirms our earlier result that nearby molecular filaments share a
common mean inner width of ∼0.1 pc, with typical variations along and on either side of the filament crests of about ±0.06 pc around
the mean value. This observational result sets strong constraints on possible models for the formation and evolution of filaments in
molecular clouds. It also provides important hints on the initial conditions of star formation.
Key words. stars: formation – ISM: clouds – ISM: structure – submillimeter: ISM
1. Introduction
Both the atomic and the molecular phase of the Galactic inter-
stellar medium (ISM) have been known to be filamentary for
a long time. Interstellar filaments have initially been detected
in dust extinction (e.g., Schneider & Elmegreen 1979; Myers
2009), dust emission (e.g., Abergel et al. 1994), H I (e.g., Jon-
cas et al. 1992; McClure-Griffiths et al. 2006), and CO emis-
sion from both diffuse molecular gas (Falgarone et al. 2001;
Hily-Blant & Falgarone 2009) and dense star-forming gas (e.g.,
Bally et al. 1987; Cambrésy 1999). It is only recently, how-
ever, that the ubiquity of filamentary structures in the cold ISM
and their importance for the star formation process have been
revealed thanks to the unprecedented quality and sky cover-
age of Herschel dust continuum images at far-infrared and sub-
millimeter wavelengths. Prominent filamentary structures have
been observed with Herschel in both star-forming and non-star-
forming low-mass clouds in the solar neighborhood (e.g., André
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et al. 2010; Men’shchikov et al. 2010), as well as in massive
star-forming complexes throughout the Galactic Plane at dis-
tances from a few kpc up to the central molecular zone (Molinari
et al. 2010; Hill et al. 2011; Hennemann et al. 2012; Schneider
et al. 2012; Schisano et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015). Filaments
are also striking features in numerical simulations of molecular
cloud formation and evolution (e.g., Mac Low & Klessen 2004;
Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2007; Hennebelle et al. 2008; Naka-
mura & Li 2008), even if the resulting filament properties do not
always match the observed ones (e.g., Hennebelle 2013; Feder-
rath 2016; Ntormousi et al. 2016; Smith et al. 2016).
Quite unexpectedly, our early analysis of the radial col-
umn density profiles observed with Herschel for 90 filaments in
three nearby clouds (IC5146, Aquila, and Polaris) suggested that
molecular filaments share a common inner width of about 0.1 pc
despite a wide range of central column densities (Arzoumanian
et al. 2011). Moreover, the results of the Herschel Gould Belt
survey (e.g., André et al. 2010; Könyves et al. 2015; Marsh et al.
2016) indicate that most prestellar cores form in dense, “super-
critical” filaments for which the mass per unit length exceeds the
critical line mass of nearly isothermal, long cylinders (cf. Inut-
suka & Miyama 1997), Mline,crit = 2c2s/G ∼ 16 M/pc, where
cs ∼ 0.2 km s−1 is the isothermal sound speed for cold molecular
gas at Tgas ∼ 10 K. Based on Herschel results in nearby clouds,
it has also been argued that filaments may help to regulate the
star formation efficiency in the dense molecular gas of galaxies,
and may be responsible for a quasi-universal star formation law
in the dense ISM of galaxies (cf. Shimajiri et al. 2017, see also
Lada et al. (2012); Toalá et al. (2012)). These findings support
a paradigm for star formation in which the formation and frag-
mentation of molecular filaments play a central role (cf. André
et al. 2014; Inutsuka et al. 2015). To improve further our under-
standing of the initial conditions and “microphysics” of star for-
mation in the cold ISM of galaxies, characterizing the detailed
properties of nearby molecular filaments is thus of paramount
importance.
One of the cornerstones of the proposed filamentary
paradigm for solar-type star formation (André et al. 2014) is
the existence of a characteristic filament width ∼ 0.1 pc sug-
gested by the early analysis of Herschel filament properties by
Arzoumanian et al. (2011). Recently, Panopoulou et al. (2017)
challenged the conclusion of Arzoumanian et al. (2011). Not-
ing the tension between the presence of a characteristic filament
width and the absence of any characteristic scale in the power
spectrum of interstellar cloud images (Miville-Deschênes et al.
2010, 2016), they discussed potential biases in measurements of
filament widths based on simple Gaussian fitting of the radial
column density profiles.
Here, we extend our previous study of the radial density
structure and basic properties of molecular filaments to a much
broader sample of filaments observed with Herschel in eight
nearby clouds, using an improved and more automated method
for filament identification, extraction, and characterization. We
complement our analysis of the Herschel images with multi-
ple tests performed on synthetic maps to estimate the complete-
ness level of the extracted filament sample and the reliability
of the derived filament properties. In particular, we address the
concerns raised by Panopoulou et al. (2017) on possible mea-
surement biases. Our results essentially confirm and strengthen
our earlier findings on filament properties (e.g., Arzoumanian
et al. 2011; Peretto et al. 2012; Palmeirim et al. 2013; Alves de
Oliveira et al. 2014; Benedettini et al. 2015; Cox et al. 2016). In
a parallel paper (Roy et al. 2018), we also show that the essen-
tially scale-free power spectra of Herschel images are consistent
with the presence of a characteristic filament width ∼ 0.1 pc and
do not invalidate the conclusions drawn from the analysis of fil-
ament profiles.
The present paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the different steps of the method employed to identi-
fy/extract filamentary structures in molecular clouds. Section 3
details the steps followed to measure the properties of the fil-
ament sample. Three Appendices (A, B, and C) complement
these two sections by summarizing multiple analyses performed
on synthetic maps to estimate the completeness limit of the fil-
ament sample and the reliability of measuring their properties.
Section 4 presents the statistics of the measured filament proper-
ties. In Sect. 5, we discuss the implications of our results for our
theoretical understanding of filament formation and evolution in
the cold ISM, and the link with the star formation process. Fi-
nally, Sect. 6 summarizes our main findings.
2. Identifying filaments in nearby molecular
clouds
In this paper, we make use of the optically thin sub-millimeter
dust continuum emission imaged with the Herschel Space Ob-
servatory (Pilbratt et al. 2010) to study the column density struc-
ture of eight nearby molecular clouds (distance < 500 pc) ob-
served as part of the Herschel Gould Belt survey (HGBS, An-
dré et al. 2010). The clouds analyzed here span a wide range of
physical conditions, from active cluster-forming intermediate-
to high-mass star-forming regions such as Ophiuchus, Aquila,
Orion, to relatively low-mass star-forming regions like the Pipe
nebula, Taurus L1405, IC5146, Musca, to a quiescent and non-
star-forming region like the Polaris Flare. Table 1 summarizes
the properties of the target clouds and gives the distance, pro-
jected size (on the plane of the sky), and mass of each region,
along with appropriate references.
To take a census of individual filaments in each of these
clouds, the first step is to follow the crests of filamentary struc-
tures in the corresponding Herschel column density maps. For
this purpose, we used the DisPerSE algorithm which is a
powerful tool to trace filament networks (Sousbie 2011). While
other methods have been recently developed (e.g., Men’shchikov
2013; Clark et al. 2014; Schisano et al. 2014; Koch &
Rosolowsky 2015, and others), we have chosen DisPerSE,
which has been successfully used since 2011 (Arzoumanian
et al. 2011) to trace the filamentary web of the ISM revealed
by Herschel observations of star-forming clouds (e.g., Hill et al.
2011; Peretto et al. 2012; Schneider et al. 2012; Palmeirim et al.
2013), and non Herschel observations (e.g., Panopoulou et al.
2014; Li et al. 2016), as well as in numerical simulations (e.g.,
Smith et al. 2016; Federrath 2016).
In the following subsections, we describe our methodology
and the successive steps taken to build a filament sample from
the Herschel observations of the target clouds.
2.1. Working definition of filament
We define a molecular filament as any elongated structure de-
tected in a 2D column density map of a molecular cloud, which
has a minimum aspect ratio and a minimum column density ex-
cess over the local background.
The aspect ratio of a filamentary structure is defined by
AR = lfil/Wfil , (1)
where lfil and Wfil are the length and the width of the structure,
respectively. The length lfil scales with the number of pixels trac-
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Table 1. Summary and properties of the nearby molecular clouds analyzed in this paper.
Field Color Distance A˜cloudtot A
cloud
tot M
cloud
tot M
cloud
dense/M
cloud
tot A
cloud
dense/A
cloud
tot Reference
[pc] [deg× deg] [pc2] [103M] [%] [%]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
IC5146 • 460 3.2×2.5 145 3.7 9 1 1
Orion B • 400 6.8×8.6 803 26.7 12 1 2,3
Aquila • 260 4.4×4.7 230 25.5 19 9 4,5,6,7
Musca • 200 3.1×4.2 33 1.0 1 <1 8
Polaris • 150 5.4×5.2 35 0.5 0 0 4, 9,10,11
Pipe • 145 7.5×3.3 53 2.0 1 <1 12
Taurus L1495 • 140 5.4×3.7 48 2.4 11 2 13,14,15,16
Ophiuchus • 140 4.8×5.0 59 3.4 17 3 17
Notes: The fields analyzed in this paper correspond only to part of the regions covered by the Herschel Gould Belt survey
(HGBS – see http://gouldbelt-herschel.cea.fr). Col. 1: Cloud name. Col. 2: Color code used to represent each cloud in the plots
shown throughout the paper. Col. 3: Default distance adopted for each region. See references for details. Col. 4: Apparent
surface area in square degrees of (the portion of) each cloud analyzed in the paper. Col. 5: Physical surface area in pc2 of (the
portion of) each cloud analyzed in the paper. Col. 6: Total gas mass derived from integrating the Herschel column density map of
each cloud over the surface area given in Col. 4 and Col. 5, adopting a mean molecular weight per hydrogen molecule µH2 = 2.8.
Col. 7: Fraction of dense gas mass in each cloud, where dense gas is defined based on column density, NH2 > 7 × 1021 cm−2
(see Könyves et al. 2015). Col. 8: Fraction of cloud area occupied by dense gas with NH2 > 7 × 1021 cm−2 in the plane of the
sky. Col. 9: References: 1 = Arzoumanian et al. (2011), 2 = Schneider et al. (2013), 3 = Könyves et al. 2018, in prep., 4 =
André et al. (2010), 5 = Könyves et al. (2010), 6 = Bontemps et al. (2010), 7 = Könyves et al. (2015), 8 = Cox et al. (2016), 9 =
Men’shchikov et al. (2010), 10 = Miville-Deschênes et al. (2010), 11 = Ward-Thompson et al. (2010), 12 = Peretto et al. (2012),
13 = Palmeirim et al. (2013), 14 = Kirk et al. (2013b), 15 = Marsh et al. (2014), 16 = Marsh et al. (2016), 17 = Ladjelate et al.,
in prep.
ing the crest of the structure in the input column density map. An
elongated structure with wriggles is longer than a straight one,
for the same origin and end points.
The intrinsic column density contrast of a filament is defined
as
C0 = (NfilH2 − NbgH2 )/N
bg
H2
= N0H2/N
bg
H2
, (2)
where NfilH2 and N
bg
H2
are the column densities observed along
the crest of the filament and toward the local background, re-
spectively. The column density amplitude of the filament is
N0H2 = N
fil
H2
− NbgH2 . The column densities appearing in Eq. 2 are
estimated at each map pixel along the filament crest and then
averaged along the crest.
2.2. Tracing networks of filaments with the DisPerSE
algorithm
To trace filament networks, we adopted DisPerSE (Sousbie
2011, http://www2.iap.fr/users/sousbie/web/
html/indexd41d.html), an algorithm designed to identify
persistent topological features such as peaks, voids, and fila-
mentary structures in astrophysical data sets. DisPerSE stands
for "Discrete Persistent Structures Extractor" and was initially
developed to analyze large-scale filamentary structures in the
galaxy distribution, i.e., the cosmic web (Sousbie et al. 2011).
The DisPerSE algorithm traces filaments by connecting
critical points (e.g., saddle points and maxima) with integral
lines, following the gradient in a map. Critical points are the po-
sitions where the gradient of the map is zero. We refer to the
unique integral line that joins two connected critical points as
an “arc”. The absolute difference between the two map values
at a pair of critical points is called the persistence of the pair. In
DisPerSE, the concept of persistence is used to select the pairs
of critical points that have a persistence, i.e., difference, larger
than a minimum threshold value: the persistence threshold. This
approach selects topological features that are robust with respect
to data noise and “background fluctuations”.
In a first step, DisPerSE builds a “skeleton” of crests trac-
ing all of the arcs with a persistence larger than the specified
persistence threshold. In a second step, DisPerSE 1) removes
the arcs of the skeleton based on a robustness criterion and 2) as-
sembles aligned arcs into longer filaments whenever the relative
orientation between two neighboring arcs is smaller than a pre-
defined assembly angle. The robustness parameter can be under-
stood as a measure of how much contrast an arc has with respect
to the local background. In practice, this parameter is measured
by DisPerSE by comparing the mean map value along an arc
with the local background values at the scale of the arc. The de-
rived skeleton is then reprojected onto the same grid as the input
image, after smoothing the arcs over a given number of pixels.
The result of these two steps is a skeleton tracing the crests of
the network of filaments in the input map for the specified per-
sistence and robustness thresholds.
The free parameters of the DisPerSE run are thus the fol-
lowing: the persistence threshold (PT ), the robustness threshold
(RT ), the maximum assembly angle (AA) between neighboring
connected arcs at the assembling step, and the number of pixels
(Npix) used to smooth the skeleton before reprojection onto the
same grid as the input image.
2.3. Using DisPerSE on Herschel column density maps
In the analysis presented in this paper, we used column density
maps derived from Herschel imaging data taken as part of the
HGBS (cf., http://gouldbelt-herschel.cea.fr/archives.html). The
NH2 column density maps of the eight regions discussed here
were produced following the same procedure as described in
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Fig. 1: Herschel column density maps of a portion of the analyzed region in Orion B (left) and of the entire field analyzed here in
IC5146 (right), as derived from HGBS data (http://gouldbelt-herschel.cea.fr/archives – cf. André et al. 2010; Arzoumanian et al.
2011, Könyves et al. 2018). The effective HPBW resolution of these maps is 18.′′2. The crests of the filamentary structures traced
in the two clouds using DisPerSE as explained in Sect. 2.2 are overlaid as solid curves. The cyan blue curves trace the filament
crests of the selected sample, and the dark blue curves trace the crests of additional filaments from the extended sample (cf. Sect. 3.5
and Table 2). The maps of the other fields analyzed in this paper are shown in Appendix C.
Sect. 4.1 of Könyves et al. (2015) for the Aquila cloud. These
NH2 maps were calculated adopting a mean molecular weight per
hydrogen molecule µH2 = 2.8 (e.g., Kauffmann et al. 2008) and
have an estimated accuracy of better than ∼ 50% (see Könyves
et al. 2015; Roy et al. 2013, 2014). We used both standard NH2
maps at the 36.′′3 (half-power beam width – HPBW) resolu-
tion of Herschel/SPIRE 500 µm data and “high-resolution” NH2
maps at the 18.′′2 resolution of Herschel/SPIRE 250 µm data. The
multi-scale decomposition method used to derive Herschel col-
umn density maps at 18.′′2 resolution is described in detail in
Appendix A of Palmeirim et al. (2013). As examples, Fig. 1
shows the “high-resolution” column density maps of the fields
analyzed here in the Orion B and IC5146 clouds (only a portion
of the Orion B field is displayed in Fig. 1 – see Fig. C.1 in Ap-
pendix C for the whole field). The column density maps of the
other regions discussed in this paper are shown in Appendix C.
As part of the present study, we ran DisPerSE on column
density maps at the standard resolution of 36.′′3 and subsequently
measured the properties of the extracted filamentary structures in
the corresponding high-resolution column density maps (equiv-
alent HPBW = 18.′′2). Running DisPerSE on the 36.′′3 resolu-
tion column density maps produces skeletons that are smoother
(less wriggly) than when DisPerSE is run on the 18.′′2 high
resolution maps. In this context, an appropriate choice for the
persistence threshold (PT ) to be used when running DisPerSE
is on the order of the minimum root mean square (rmsmin) level
of the “background cloud fluctuations” in the input column den-
sity map. An appropriate value for the robustness threshold (RT )
is on the order of the minimum filament NH2 amplitude to be
detected in the maps. The robustness threshold is thus linked
to the minimum column density contrast of the filaments to be
extracted, RT ∼ C0NbgH2 (see Appendix A for details). The fil-
ament background column density NbgH2 is a local quantity for
each filament and varies through the Herschel column density
maps. Ideally, therefore, the RT parameter should be given a lo-
cal value, varying as a function of position in the input column
density map. However, this consideration cannot easily be taken
into account with the current version of the DisPerSE code.
The RT parameter was thus chosen to be a scaled version of the
minimum background column density value, Nbg,minH2 , observed
in each region. In practice, we derived Nbg,minH2 and rmsmin using
the median and the standard deviation of all values in the first
bin of the column density histogram of each field, adopting a bin
size of 1021 cm−2 (see Appendix A and Fig. A.1b for details).
As a final post-treatment step (outside DisPerSE), the fila-
ment skeletons generated by DisPerSE were “cleaned” by re-
moving features shorter than 10× the HPBW resolution of the
input images.
2.4. Completeness and reliability of the extracted filament
sample
To select optimum parameters for our method of tracing filamen-
tary structures, we performed several tests on synthetic maps in-
cluding well-defined populations of mock filaments. These tests
are described in detail in Appendix A.
The optimum choice of DisPerSE parameters results from
a compromise between two conflicting requirements: maximiz-
ing the completeness of the extracted filament sample and max-
imizing the reliability of the sample, i.e., minimizing the level
of contamination by spurious structures. For a given choice of
DisPerSE parameters, the completeness and reliability of the
output sample depends on the column density contrast (C0) and
aspect ratio (AR) of the filaments to be extracted. To select op-
timum parameters and estimate the completeness and reliability
of our census of filaments in the observed clouds, we therefore
applied the method outlined above to synthetic maps and inves-
tigated the variations of the fractions of extracted synthetic fil-
aments and spurious structures as a function of the persistence
(PT ) and robustness (RT ) thresholds of the DisPerSE runs on
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one hand, and the contrast C0 and aspect ratio AR of the in-
jected synthetic filaments on the other hand. Another method
of choosing appropriate DisPerSE parameters and tracing fil-
ament crests has been presented by Green et al. (2017)
The results of our tests, described in Appendix A, indicate
that the extracted filament sample is more than 95% complete
to filaments with intrinsic contrast C0 = 2 for wide ranges of
the DisPerSE parameters PT and RT : 0.5 rmsmin ≤ PT ≤
4 rmsmin and 0.75N
bg,min
H2
≤ RT ≤ 2.25Nbg,minH2 , respectively. For
synthetic filaments with intrinsic contrast C0 = 1, the complete-
ness of the extracted sample is about 95% for RT ≤ 1.5Nbg,minH2
and larger than 80% for RT = 2Nbg,minH2 . The fraction of spuri-
ous detections decreases when RT increases. For C0 ≥ 1 and
RT ≥ 1.5Nbg,minH2 , the fraction of spurious extracted structures is
only ∼ 5%, but it increases rapidly for RT < 1.5Nbg,minH2 .
For a given robustness threshold RT , the fraction of extracted
synthetic filaments depends mainly on filament contrast C0, and
is less affected by the aspect ratio AR of the filaments (see
Fig. A.3). For reference, the column density contrast of isother-
mal model filaments in pressure equilibrium with the ambient
cloud is < Σfil > /Σcloud ≈ 1.18 ×
√
fcyl/(1 − fcyl), where Σfil
and Σcloud are the gas surface densities of the filament and the
cloud, respectively, and fcyl ≡ Mline/Mline,crit < 1 (cf. Fischera
& Martin 2012).1 Thus, thermally transcritical filaments with
Mline,crit/2 <∼ Mline < Mline,crit (i.e., fcyl >∼ 0.5) are expected to
have column density contrasts C0 >∼ 1, while thermally super-
critical filaments with well-developed power-law density profiles
may have C0 >> 1.
While the completeness of the extracted filament sample
does depend on the adopted robustness threshold, it is not very
sensitive to the exact choice of the persistence threshold within
a factor of two around the minimum rms value in the map
(rmsmin). The fraction of extracted synthetic filaments is larger
for RT ≤ 1.5–2Nbg,minH2 , but the fraction of spurious detections
also increases. To maximize the fraction of “true” detections
while maintaining the fraction of “spurious” detections to a rea-
sonably low level, the best compromise for the choice of the ro-
bustness parameter appears to be RT ∼ 1.5Nbg,minH2 .
In the following analysis, based on the multiple tests of Ap-
pendix A, we set PT = rmsmin, RT = 1.5N
bg,min
H2
, the assem-
bling angle AA to 50◦, and the number of pixels of the smooth-
ing kernel Npix to 2 × HPBW/pix, where pix is the pixel size.
Table 2 gives the absolute values of the persistence and robust-
ness thresholds used to trace filamentary structures in each of
the 8 fields, as well as the number of extracted filaments. The
previous discussion and the tests of Appendix A suggest that our
census of filamentary structures is more than 95% complete to
transcritical and supercritical filaments, with a possible contam-
ination from spurious structures of about ∼ 5%. Our sample of
subcritical filaments is admittedly less complete and may also
contain a larger number of spurious structures.
The filament skeletons derived as explained above are over-
laid as solid curves in Fig. 1 for part of the Orion B field (left
panel) and the IC5146 cloud (right panel), respectively (see
Fig. C.1 to Fig. C.4 in Appendix C for the whole Orion B skele-
ton and the skeletons derived in the other regions).
1 Equilibrium model filaments exist only for subcritical masses per
unit length, i.e., fcyl ≤ 1.
3. Measurements of filament properties
In this section, we provide details on how we derive radial col-
umn density profiles for the extracted filaments and how we es-
timate properties such as filament width, outer radius, profile
shape at large radii, mass per unit length, etc. The filament prop-
erties presented in this paper are derived from measurements per-
formed on Herschel column density maps at 18.′′2 resolution.
3.1. Construction of radial profiles for the extracted
filaments
To construct radial profiles perpendicular to the long axis of a
given filament, we first determine the normal direction to the fila-
ment at each point along its crest. To do so, we compute the Hes-
sian matrix H of second-order partial derivatives for all pixels in
the corresponding “high-resolution” column density map. The
angle α between the x-axis of the Cartesian coordinate system
and the local tangential direction to the filament crest is given
by:
α =
1
2
arctan
(
2Hxy
Hx2 − Hy2
)
, (3)
where the x and y axes are the horizontal and vertical
axes of the column density map in Cartesian coordi-
nates, and Hx2 = ∂2NH2/∂x
2, Hy2 = ∂2NH2/∂y
2 and
Hxy = Hyx = ∂2NH2/∂x∂y. The angle α + 90
◦ then gives
the normal direction to the filament crest at each position (see
also Arzoumanian 2012). From the 2 × 2 Hessian matrix, the
minimum curvature of the column density field can also be esti-
mated at each point (as the smaller of the two eigenvalues of the
matrix), which may then be used to enhance the contrast of fila-
mentary structures in the map. Indeed, a filament is an elongated
structure which corresponds to a relatively small curvature of
the column density field along its main axis, and a significantly
stronger curvature along its short axis, i.e., the normal direction
to the filament crest. Based on this idea, the Hessian matrix has
been used to identify filaments in Herschel and Planck maps
(Schisano et al. 2014; Planck Collaboration Int. XXXII 2016).
Here, we only use the Hessian matrix to calculate the normal di-
rection to the filament crest, using Eq. 3 on the original NH2 map.
Using the above approach, we thus construct radial profiles at
each pixel position along the filament crest in the high-resolution
column density map. We then build the median radial column
density profile of the filament by computing the median of all
radial cuts along the crest. We also derive a set of spatially in-
dependent radial profiles for the filament by dividing the crest
into consecutive segments of 2 × HPBW length and averaging
the radial cuts obtained in each segment of adjacent pixels along
the filament crest. As mentioned in Sect. 1, prestellar and pro-
tostellar cores are observed along supercritical filaments. The
presence of these dense cores may affect estimates of the fila-
ment properties locally and should ideally be removed. However,
since cores contribute only a small fraction of the mass of dense
filaments, typically 15% on average (e.g. Könyves et al. 2015),
they are not expected to alter significantly the median profile
and median properties of a filament. For simplicity, in this paper,
we thus present results derived from an analysis of original NH2
maps without subtracting dense cores.
Figure 2 shows two examples of median radial column den-
sity profiles, obtained for a supercritical filament in Ophiuchus
and a subcritical filament in Taurus. The local dispersion of the
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Fig. 2: Columns from left to right for both rows: (A) Median radial column density profile observed on either side of the filament
axis in lin-lin format, (B) median radial column density profile on the left-hand side of the crest [i.e., r < 0 in (A1) and (A2)]
in log-log format, and (C) logarithmic slope of the column density profile (d lnNH2/d lnr) as a function of radius from the central
crest, for a filament in the Ophiuchus cloud (top three panels, A1, B1, C1) and a filament in the Taurus cloud (bottom three panels,
A2, B2, C2). In (A) and (B), the yellow area/error bars correspond to the median absolute deviation (mad(r)) of the distributions
of independent cuts taken perpendicular to the filament crest (see Sect. 3.1). In (A), the outer radii R±out (vertical dotted red line)
and the background column densities Nbg±H2 (horizontal red line) are marked. In (B), the observational beam of 18.2
′′ (blue curve),
the outer radius R−out (vertical dotted red line), the background column density N
bg−
H2
(horizontal red line), and the half power radius
hr− (vertical dotted yellow line) are shown. As explained in Sect. 3.2, the values of R±out, N
bg±
H2
, and hr± were derived from the data
independently on either side of the filament crest, using the logarithmic slope plot (C) smoothed over 3×HPBW. In (C), the black
solid curve represents the logarithmic slope profile at the original resolution, while the blue symbols show the logarithmic slope
profile smoothed over 3×HPBW; the red dotted vertical line marks the derived outer radius R−out, and the black dotted horizontal
line marks a zero slope (flat column density profile).
radial NH2 profiles (shown in yellow) is estimated as the median
absolute deviation mad(r) = median[|N pixH2 (r)−median(NH2 (r))|],
where N pixH2 (r) is the value of the NH2 (r) radial profile at each
pixel position along the filament crest. Radial dust temperature
profiles can be constructed in a similar way from the line-of-
sight dust temperature maps derived from Herschel data at 36.′′3
resolution (cf. Könyves et al. 2015).
In the following subsections, we describe how filament prop-
erties can be derived from the radial profiles. All of the proper-
ties discussed below were first measured independently on either
side of the filament crest. The values corresponding to the two
sides were then averaged.
3.2. Estimating the local background and outer boundary
of each filament
Molecular filaments are not isolated structures but are embed-
ded in parent interstellar clouds which often exhibit complex,
multi-scale internal structure. To measure the properties of an
individual filament, one should first estimate its outer bound-
aries and characterize the local background, i.e., the emission
properties of the parent cloud in the immediate vicinity of the
filament. Especially in the case of a low-contrast filament, an ac-
curate determination of the local background is key for deriving
intrinsic filament properties but this is not straightforward. Even
the B211/B213 filament in Taurus, which has a very clean and
very symmetric radial NH2 profile, exhibits some differences in
background properties on either side of its long axis (Palmeirim
et al. 2013). Here, we thus perform separate measurements on
either side of the filament axes.
At each point s along the crest, the outer radius Rout (s) of a
filament may be defined as the radial distance from the filament
axis at which the amplitude N0H2 = N
fil
H2
− NbgH2 of the radial col-
umn density profile becomes negligible compared to the column
density NbgH2 of the background cloud (without beam deconvo-
lution). In practice, Rout(s) can be estimated from the observed
radial column density profile as the closest point to the filament
crest for which the logarithmic slope of the profile d lnNH2/d lnr,
smoothed over 3×HPBW, is consistent with zero (see Fig. 2).
Strictly speaking, two outer radii R±out(s) are defined at each point
s on either side of the filament axis. The column density Nbg±H2 (s)
of the background cloud on either side of the filament crest is
assumed to be constant: Nbg±H2 (s) = NH2 (r = R
±
out) (see Fig. 2).
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Once R±out, N
bg±
H2
, and N0H2 have been estimated, the half-
power radius hr± of the filament (on either side of the main axis)
may be derived, without any fitting of the radial profile, as the
radial distance from the filament crest where the background-
subtracted amplitude of the observed profile is half of the value
on the crest, i.e., hr± = r±(N0H2/2). The quantity hd ≡ 2hr
or hr+ + hr− provides a first estimate of the filament width
(see Fig. 2). We deconvolve the measured 2hr width from the
equivalent HPBW = 18.′′2 beam of the high-resolution col-
umn density map using the following approximation: hddec =√
(2hr)2 − HPBW2, where hddec is the estimated half-power di-
ameter after deconvolution.
To summarize, estimates of Rout(s), N
bg
H2
(s), and hd(s) are ob-
tained at each point along, and on either side of, the crest of each
filament. In practice, the quantities used in Sect 4 and Sect 5 be-
low correspond to the medians of the Rout(s), N
bg
H2
(s), and hd(s)
values derived from the set of spatially independent profiles for
each filament. The profiles shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 correspond
to the median radial column density profiles of four filaments
taken as examples.
3.3. Fitting the filament radial profiles
The radial column density profiles of each filament were fitted
with both Gaussian and Plummer-like functions.
For each filament, separate fits were derived on either side of
the main axis using 1) the median radial column density profiles
and 2) the set of spatially-independent radial profiles constructed
along the filament crest. In the latter case, median parameter val-
ues were calculated from the distribution of fitting parameters
obtained along the crest. In both cases, the parameters of the fits
found on either side were also averaged. This approach resulted
in two values for each fitting parameter, one derived from the
median radial profiles and the other corresponding to the median
parameter value along the filament crest.
In the next two subsections, we describe the Gaussian and
Plummer fitting procedures, respectively. Section 3.3.3 gives de-
tails on the link between the filament widths derived from the
two fitting methods. The reliability of the derived parameter val-
ues is discussed in Sect. 3.5.
3.3.1. Gaussian function fitting
Each NH2 (r) profile was fitted for r ≤ 1.5 hr with a one-
dimensional Gaussian function of the form,
NGH2 (r) = N
0,G
H2
exp
[
−4 ln 2 (r/FWHM)2
]
+ Nbg,GH2 , (4)
where the column density amplitude, N0,GH2 , the FWHM width,
and the (uniform) background column density Nbg,GH2 estimated
from the observed column density at r = 1.5hr, NH2 (r = 1.5 hr),
are the three free parameters of the fit. The free parameters of
the fit were bounded as follows: 0.7N0H2 ≤ N0,GH2 ≤ 1.3N0H2 ,
0.7NH2 (r = 1.5 hr) ≤ Nbg,GH2 ≤ 1.3NH2 (r = 1.5 hr), and 0 <
FWHM ≤ Rout. Each fitted data point was weighted by its me-
dian absolute deviation mad (see yellow error bars in Fig. 2 –
see also Sect. 3.1). The fitted FWHM width was then decon-
volved from the observational HPBW beam as FWHMdec =√
FWHM2 − HPBW2, where HPBW = 18.′′2 is the effective
resolution of the corresponding high-resolution column density
map.
3.3.2. Plummer-like function fitting
The radial column density profiles of observed filaments of-
ten exhibit power-law wings which cannot be well represented
by a Gaussian function and are better reproduced by a Plum-
mer function (see Fig. 3 and e.g., Arzoumanian et al. 2011;
Palmeirim et al. 2013; André et al. 2016; Cox et al. 2016). Using
a Plummer-like function (Eq. 5), one can in principle reproduce
the behavior of the radial column density distribution for both
r ≤ Rflat and r >> Rflat, which is not possible with a Gaussian
fit. Each median NH2 (r) profile was thus fitted with the following
function:
NPlH2 (r) = N
0,Pl
H2
/
[
1 + (r/Rflat)2
] p−1
2
+ Nbg,PlH2 , (5)
where Rflat is the radius of a flat inner region with approximately
constant (column) density, p is the power-law exponent of the
corresponding density profile for r >> Rflat, N0,PlH2 is the central
column density of the Plummer-like model filament, and Nbg,PlH2
is the background column density (here assumed to be indepen-
dent of r). The fitting was performed up to r = Rout. The free
parameters of the fit were N0,PlH2 , N
bg,Pl
H2
, Rflat, and p. The free pa-
rameters were bounded as follows: 0.7N0H2 ≤ N0,PlH2 ≤ 1.3N0H2 ,
0.7NH2 (r = Rout) ≤ Nbg,PlH2 ≤ 1.3NH2 (r = Rout), 0 < Rflat ≤ Rout,
and 1.2 ≤ p ≤ 3.5. The Plummer-like model function described
by Eq. 5 was first convolved with the 18.′′2 Gaussian beam of the
corresponding column density map prior to comparison with the
observed profile.
Recovering the intrinsic Rflat value when fitting Rflat and p
simultaneously is difficult in the case of low-contrast filaments
due to a partial degeneracy between the two parameters whose
errors are anti-correlated (as discussed by, e.g., Malinen et al.
2012; Juvela et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2014). The results are
nevertheless satisfactory for high-contrast filaments C0 ≥ 1,
such as the Taurus B211/B213 filament (Palmeirim et al. 2013).
We thus derived two estimates of Rflat: Rflat(1) from fit 1,
obtained by fixing the power-law exponent to p = 2 and leaving
Rflat as a free parameter, and Rflat(2) from fit 2, leaving both Rflat
and p as free parameters.
As an illustration, Fig. 3 shows the median radial NH2 profiles
of four filaments observed in different regions along with the
corresponding best Gaussian and Plummer fits.
3.3.3. Filament width
For each radial column density profile constructed from Her-
schel data, we derived three estimates of the corresponding fil-
ament width: a deconvolved half-power diameter hddec (from
the deconvolved 2hr value) without any fitting of the profile, a
deconvolved FWHMdec width resulting from a Gaussian fit for
r ≤ 1.5 hr, and a (deconvolved) flat inner diameter Dflat = 2Rflat
resulting from a Plummer-like function fit for r ≤ Rout. These
three different estimates of the inner width of each filament are
discussed further in Sect. 4.
We stress that, in the presence of power-law wings, both the
measured half-power diameters hd and the results of Gaussian
fits must be interpreted with caution. In particular, as pointed
out by, e.g., Smith et al. (2014); Panopoulou et al. (2017), the
FWHM widths derived from Gaussian fitting are affected by the
range of radii used in the fits. Figure 4 illustrates the link be-
tween the half-power diameter hd, the FWHM width derived
from a Gaussian fit, and the intrinsic flat inner diameter 2Rflat
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Fig. 3: Radial column density profiles (in log-log format) observed perpendicular to, and averaged along, the crests of four filaments
in four different clouds. The cloud name is indicated at the top left of each panel. The blue and red dashed curves show the best
Gaussian and Plummer fits, respectively (see Sect. 3.3). In panels (A) and (B), the observed profiles are Gaussian-like and the
derived (hddec, FWHMdec) widths are (0.11 pc, 0.12 pc) and (0.09 pc, 0.09 pc), respectively. In panels (C) and (D), the inner parts of
the profiles are well reproduced by Gaussian functions, but the outer pars show power law wings, which are much better fitted with
Plummer functions. The derived (hddec, FWHMdec, Dflat, and p) parametes are (0.14 pc, 0.10 pc, 0.09 pc, 2.2) and (0.16 pc, 0.11 pc,
0.08 pc, 2.2), for panels (C) and (D), respectively. On each plot, the blue solid curve represents the effective beam resolution of the
column density map (18.2′′). The half-power radius hr, outer radius Rout, and background column density (bg), are also indicated
(see legend on the bottom left of the panels and Sect. 3.2). The black thick section of each profile indicates the fitting range of the
Gaussian fits (i.e., r ≤ 1.5hr). The Plummer fits were performed for r ≤ Rout. The yellow area/error bars correspond to the median
absolute deviations [mad(r)] of the distribution of independent cuts taken perpendicular to the filament crest (see Sect. 3.1).
of a Plummer-like model profile with p = 2, for several fitting
ranges. In this case, hd = 1.6 (2Rp=2flat ) and FWHM = 1.1 (2R
p=2
flat )
when the profile is fitted for radii 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.5 hr. The relation
between FWHM and 2Rp=2flat changes by ±20% when the fitting
range varies between hr and 3hr. For Plummer-like model pro-
files with p = 1.5, p = 2.5, and p = 3, FWHM = 1.6 (2Rp=1.5flat ),
FWHM = 0.9 (2Rp=2.5flat ), and FWHM = 0.8 (2R
p=3
flat ), when the
profile is fitted for r ≤ 1.5 hr, with uncertainties of ±40%, ±11%,
and ±8% respectively, when the fitting range varies between hr
and 3hr.
3.4. Filament mass per unit length
As introduced in Sect. 1, the mass per unit length (Mline) of a fil-
ament is a very important parameter which, by comparison with
the critical line mass Mline,crit, may be used to diagnose whether
the filament is unstable to gravitational collapse as a cylindrical
structure.
When the filament profile is well approximated by a Gaus-
sian function, Mline can be estimated by multiplying the cen-
tral surface density of the filament by the FWHM width (cf.
Appendix A of André et al. 2010). When the NH2 profile is
not Gaussian-like and/or includes a significant power-law wing,
however, the latter approximation of Mline may underestimate
the true Mline. To investigate the relevance of the shape of the
radial column density profile for estimating the filament Mline,
we derived and compared three (partly independent) estimates
of Mline, making use of our detailed analysis of the radial pro-
files:
- Mwline = Σ
0
fil × Wfil, where Σ0fil = µH2mHN0H2 is the central gas
surface density of the filament, Wfil = 2hr is the filament width
estimated without any fitting, µH2 the mean molecular weight per
hydrogen molecule, and mH the mass of a hydrogen atom.
- Mintline = 2
∫ Rout
0 µH2mH(NH2 (r) − N
bg
H2
) dr, integrating the col-
umn density profile over radius up to Rout, after background sub-
traction.
- Mfil/lfil, where Mfil is the total mass of the filament calculated
by summing the background-subtracted column density over the
pixels contained in the area around the filament crest bounded
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Fig. 4: Gaussian fits (colored curves) to the radial column den-
sity profile NH2 (r) of a model filament with a Plummer profile
(black curve) described by Eq. 5 with p = 2, NbgH2 = 0.2N
0
H2
, and
Rflat = 1 pc, for five choices of the fitting range: r ∈ [0, hr],
[0, 1.5hr], [0, 2hr], [0, 2.5hr], and [0, 3hr] (see vertical dotted
lines and color coding at the top right of the plot), where hr =
1.6Rflat. The FWHM width values obtained from the Gaussian
fits are given in units of Dflat = 2Rflat at the bottom left of the
plot.
by the outer radius values Rout measured along the filament crest
(see Sect. 3.2), and lfil is the total length of the filament.
3.5. Reliability of derived filament properties
Before discussing the statistical properties of the extracted fil-
ament sample in Sect. 4 below, the reliability of our method
of measuring filament properties must be assessed. To this end,
we tested the measurement procedures described in the previous
subsections using synthetic maps. These tests are described in
detail in Appendix B.1 and Appendix B.2.
Briefly, we distributed several sets of synthetic filaments with
both Gaussian and Plummer density profiles within a realistic
“background” column density map. The synthetic filaments were
given uniform, Gaussian, or power-law distributions of input
properties (FWHM, Dflat, p) along their crests. The various mea-
surements/fitting steps described in Sects. 3.1 to 3.4 above were
then applied to the synthetic maps. For synthetic filaments with
Gaussian profiles, the measured hd = 2hr values, derived with-
out any fitting, reproduce the input FWHM widths. Moreover,
the resulting distributions of FWHM widths estimated from
Gaussian fitting are in excellent agreement with the input distri-
butions of FWHM values for any fitting range between [0,1.5hr]
and [0,3hr] (Appendix B.1). In particular, a peaked distribution
of measured FWHM widths is recovered solely when the in-
put synthetic filaments have a constant width along their crests
or a narrow Gaussian distribution around the mean width value
(see Figs. B.2A and B.3 in Appendix B.1). In addition the distri-
bution of measured FWHM widths is flat or has a power-law
distribution down to the resolution limit of the column density
map when the input filaments have a flat or power-law distri-
bution of widths (constant along their crest), respectively, (see
Figs. B.2B,C in Appendix B.1). The values of the input filament
lengths, column density contrasts C0, and masses per unit length
Mline, are also well recovered.
In the case of synthetic filaments with Plummer-like profiles,
the median value of the FWHM widths derived from Gaussian
fitting is significantly affected by the fitting range (see Fig. 4, and
also Smith et al. 2014; Panopoulou et al. 2017). However, for a
given fitting range (e.g., for 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.5hr), a peaked distribution
of measured FWHM values is obtained only when the input Rflat
values are the same for all mock filaments, while a power-law
distribution down to the resolution limit of the synthetic map is
recovered when the input mock filaments have a power-law dis-
tribution of Rflat values (see Figs. B.4 in Appendix B.2). More-
over, both the Rflat and the p parameter of the synthetic Plummer
filaments are reasonably well recovered by our Plummer-fitting
method, independently of the input distributions of Rflat values
(uniform, flat, or power law) and p values (uniform, flat, or Gaus-
sian), and whether the input Rflat values were constant along the
filament crests (see Figs. B.4 to B.9) or not (see Fig. B.10 in Ap-
pendix B.2). The measurements however become increasingly
more uncertain for lower-contrast (C < 1) filaments, as can be
seen for instance by comparison of Fig. B.6 with Fig. B.5.
For Plummer-like input filament profiles, both the FWHM
widths derived from Gaussian fitting and the hd values (derived
without any fitting) are affected by changes in the input power-
law slope p. The derived FWHM widths are closest to the input
Dflat = 2Rflat values when the fitting range is 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.5hr. If
this fitting range is adopted, the derived FWHM widths provide
estimates of the Dflat diameters that are accurate to better than
∼ 50% for high-contrast (C0 > 1) filaments when 1.5 < p < 3.
The uncertainties in the derived FWHM widths are also smaller
than those in the derived hd values.
Based on the reliability tests and uncertainty assessments
of Appendix B, we present and discuss the statistical distribu-
tions of our three estimates of the filament inner width (hddec,
FWHMdec, and Dflat) in Sect. 4 below. We adopt the FWHMdec
estimates as our reference measurements of the inner width,
giving satisfactory results for both Gaussian-like filaments and
Plummer-like filaments. We stress, however, that the Dflat es-
timates are more appropriate and more accurate in the case of
high-contrast, dense filaments with power-law wings.
3.6. Filament samples
Table 2 gives the absolute values of the persistence and robust-
ness thresholds used to trace filamentary structures in each of the
eight target fields, for PT = rmsmin and RT = 1.5N
bg,min
H2
. The
entire set of filaments resulting from the extraction method de-
scribed in Sect. 2 is referred to as the “total filament sample” and
comprises a total number of Nfiltot = 1310 filaments. After measur-
ing the properties of each of these 1310 filamentary structures,
we selected a subset of more robust filaments satisfying the fol-
lowing two additional conditions:
AR > 3 and C0 > 0.3,
where AR = lfil/Wfil with Wfil = FWHM, and C0 = N0H2/N
bg
H2
.
This selection discards a fraction of filamentary structures which
may be strongly contaminated by spurious features (see Ap-
pendix A and Fig. A.3) or may be associated with elongated
cores rather than filaments (for AR . 3). The number of fila-
ments in this selected sample is Nfilselect = 599.
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Table 2. Absolute extraction thresholds and numbers of extracted fila-
ments.
Field Nbg,minH2 PT RT N
fil
tot N
fil
select
[1021 cm−2] # #
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
IC5146 0.66 0.17 1.00 67 59
Orion B 0.72 0.17 1.09 410 234
Aquila 2.71 0.20 4.06 137 71
Musca 0.86 0.09 1.28 47 10
Polaris 0.56 0.17 0.84 32 20
Pipe 0.83 0.12 1.24 148 38
Taurus L1495 0.92 0.07 1.38 266 110
Ophiuchus 0.99 0.01 1.48 204 57
All 1310 599
Notes: Col. 1: Field name. Col. 2: Minimum background
column density in each field (see Sect. 2.3). Col. 3: Persis-
tence threshold used in DisPerSE, corresponding to the
minimum rms level of the background column density fluc-
tuations in each field. Col. 4: Robustness threshold used in
DisPerSE, corresponding to 1.5Nbg,minH2 , where N
bg,min
H2
is
the minimum background column density in each field. Col.
5: Total number of filaments extracted in each field following
the procedure explained in Sect. 2.2. Col. 6: Number of se-
lected filaments with aspect ratio AR > 3 and column density
threshold C0 > 0.3 in each field (see Sect. 3.5).
4. Statistical properties of the extracted filament
sample
This section presents the statistical properties of the filament
sample extracted as explained in Sect. 2 in the eight fields of
Table 1, all imaged with Herschel as part of the HGBS. In all
of the following plots, the filaments detected in each region are
represented by specific colored dots (cf. Table 1 for the color
coding). In Sect. 4.1, we first discuss the distributions of me-
dian properties resulting from “averaging” about 10 to 30 in-
dependent measurements along and on either side of each fil-
ament crest. Properties such as filament column density, dust
temperature, width, outer radius, length, mass per unit length,
and column density contrast, estimated using the measurement
steps described in Sect. 3 and averaged along the filament crests,
are discussed. We also investigate possible correlations between
these various filament-averaged properties. Tables 3–5 summa-
rize the global properties of the subsets of filaments identified in
each field. In particular, the mean value and the standard devia-
tion of each fitted parameter are provided in Table 4 (for Gaus-
sian fits) and Table 5 (for Plummer fits) for the eight fields. The
median value of each parameter and the equivalent standard de-
viation estimated from the interquartile range (IQR) assuming
Gaussian statistics are also provided. For a Gaussian distribu-
tion, the standard deviation σ corresponds to the IQR divided by
a factor 1.349. Finally, in Sect. 4.2, we discuss the filament prop-
erties derived prior to any averaging along the filament crests.
4.1. Statistical results on filament-averaged properties
The extended and selected samples comprise 1310 and 599 fil-
aments, respectively (see Figs. 5 and 6). Both samples span
a broad range of central column densities N0H2 , from a few
1020 cm−2 for the faintest filaments up to a few 1022 cm−2 for
the densest filaments (Fig. 5). Likewise, the extracted filaments
span a wide range in mass per unit length from Mline < 1 M/pc
for the most thermally subcritical up to Mline & 100 M/pc for
the most thermally supercritical filaments.
The line-of-sight integrated dust temperatures measured to-
ward the filament crests (T crestdust ) are found to be typically ∼15 K
with a dispersion of about 3 K. The dust temperature along
the filament crests, T crestdust , is generally found to be colder than
the temperature of the surrounding ambient cloud, T bgdust (see
Fig. 6B). This behavior is consistent with the description of a
molecular filament as a 3D cylindrical structure, where the in-
crease in column density corresponds to an increase in density
(cf. Li & Goldsmith 2012; Palmeirim et al. 2013). In the absence
of luminous embedded protostars, the dust in the filament inte-
rior is more shielded from the ambient interstellar radiation field
than the dust in the filament envelope and is therefore colder.
The ranges of background column densities NbgH2 spanned by
the filaments in the entire and selected samples can be seen in
Fig. 5B and Fig. 6C, respectively. Even within the same molecu-
lar cloud, the background column density can vary significantly,
i.e., by at least an order of magnitude in most regions. There
is also a significant correlation between N0H2 and N
bg
H2
(Fig. 6C).
These results suggest that environmental properties, such as am-
bient gas pressure, may change significantly from one filament
to the other, even within the same cloud, possibly affecting their
evolution. In each cloud, the observed filaments span a wide
range in column density contrast C0 regardless of their NbgH2
(Fig. 5B).
Figure 5D shows a plot of filament outer diameter 2Rout as a
function of filament intrinsic column density contrast C0. High-
contrast filaments tend to have larger outer diameters owing to
more developed power-law wings. We see similar correlations
between 2Rout and Mline or N0H2 (not shown here). However, there
is no correlation between the length lfil or the inner width Wfil
and either the central column density N0H2 or the mass per unit
length Mline. While the filament lengths span a wide range from
& 0.1 pc up to a few parsecs, the deconvolved half-power widths
Wfil = hddec have a low dispersion around a median value of
0.1 pc (see Fig. 5C). Accordingly, the aspect ratios of the fila-
ments in the selected sample span a wide range from a minimum
of 3 (defined by one of our selection criteria) up to ∼ 30 for
the longest filaments (see Fig. 6A). About 59% and 14% of the
filaments have AR > 5 and AR > 10, respectively. While the fil-
aments detected in the HGBS images are typically parsec-scale
structures, Herschel observations of more massive star-forming
regions at ∼kpc distances have revealed longer filaments in the
Galactic Plane (e.g., Molinari et al. 2010; Schisano et al. 2014).
The deconvolved FWHM widths of the 599 filaments in
our selected sample, as measured from Gaussian fits to their ra-
dial column density profiles, have a narrow distribution centered
around a median value of 0.09 pc, with an equivalent standard
deviation of 0.05 pc (scaled from a measured IQR of 0.07 pc –
see Fig. 7 and Table 4). The deconvolved hd values also have
a narrow distribution about a median value of 0.11 pc and an
equivalent standard deviation of of 0.05 pc (Table 4). The same
filaments span more than two orders of magnitude in central col-
umn density (cf. Fig. 8), implying a spread of two orders of mag-
nitude in the distribution of central Jeans lengths [λJ (r = 0) =
c2s/ (GΣr=0)], which is much broader than the observed spread in
the distribution of filament widths. The horizontal dotted lines
in Fig. 8 show the spatial resolution limits of the column den-
sity maps used to construct the filament profiles. The measured
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Fig. 5: Plots of estimated (A) length lfil against mass per unit length Mintline, (B) column density contrast C
0 against background
column density NbgH2 , (C) deconvolved half-power diameter hddec against N
0
H2
, and (D) outer diameter (2Rout) against C0, for the
entire sample of 1310 extracted filaments. In (B), the horizontal line corresponds to C0 = 0.3, the minimum contrast imposed as
a selection criterion in Sect. 3.5. In (C), the distribution of measured hddec values has a mean of 0.11 pc, a standard deviation of
0.06 pc, a median of 0.10 pc, and an interquartile range of 0.08 pc.
Fig. 6: (A) Aspect ratio (AR) against intrinsic contrast (C0) for the selected sample of 599 filaments with AR > 3 and C0 > 0.3
(see Sect. 3.5). (B) Median dust temperature difference T crestdust − T bgdust against N0H2 , for the selected sample of 599 filaments. T crestdust and
T bgdust are the line-of-sight dust temperatures averaged along the filament crest and the background, respectively. The horizontal line
corresponds to T crestdust = T
bg
dust. (C) Filament N
0
H2
against background column density NbgH2 , for the selected sample of 599 filaments.
The solid straight line shows the best-fit linear relation N0H2 = (0.95 ± 0.15)N
bg
H2
+ (−0.15 ± 0.39) × 1021 cm−2.
filament widths are always significantly above the correspond-
ing resolution limit. Moreover, we stress that only the physical
widths of the filaments (in pc) show a narrow distribution (cf.
Fig. 7), while the angular widths (in arcsec) vary as a function
of the parent cloud distances (see Table 4 and also Table 2 in Ar-
zoumanian et al. 2011). This strongly suggests that the ∼ 0.1 pc
inner width is an intrinsic physical property of the observed fila-
ments and is not affected by the finite resolution of the Herschel
data. Our earlier result on the existence of a characteristic fila-
ment width (for 90 filaments) in three molecular clouds, IC5146,
Aquila and Polaris (Arzoumanian et al. 2011), has therefore been
generalized to a much larger filament sample and five additional
clouds.
Our estimates of the physical filament width are somewhat
sensitive to uncertainties in cloud distances (see, e.g., discus-
sion in Arzoumanian et al. 2011). The median and equivalent
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Fig. 7: Distribution of deconvolved FWHMdec widths derived
from Gaussian fits for the selected sample of 599 filaments
(black solid histogram filled in orange). The same histogram
is shown in the top right of the panel with a narrower x-axis
range. This distribution has a mean of 0.10 pc, a standard devia-
tion of 0.05 pc, a median of 0.09 pc, and an interquartile range of
0.07 pc. For comparison, the blue dashed histogram shows the
distribution of central Jeans lengths corresponding to the cen-
tral column densities of the filaments [λJ = c2s/ (GΣ0)] for a gas
temperature of 10 K. The red histogram shows the distribution of
filament lengths. The bin size of all three histograms is 0.06 pc.
It can be seen that the distribution of filament widths is much
narrower than the other two distributions.
Fig. 8: Plot of deconvolved FWHM width against central col-
umn density N0H2 for the selected sample of 599 filaments. The
dotted horizontal lines mark the spatial resolutions of the col-
umn density maps used in the analysis for each field. The solid
line running from top left to bottom right shows the central
(thermal) Jeans length as a function of central column density
[λJ = c2s/ (GΣ0)] for T = 10 K. The upper x-axis shows an
approximate mass per unit length scale derive from the bottom
x-axis scale as Mline = µH2mHN
0
H2
×Wfil for Wfil = 0.1 pc.
standard deviation values quoted above for the distribution of
FWHMdec widths (0.09 ± 0.05 pc) were obtained for the default
distances adopted for each region as listed in Table 1. Assum-
ing alternate distances for the studied clouds, namely 950 pc for
IC5146 (Harvey et al. 2008), 500 pc for Orion B (Schlafly et al.
2015), 400 pc for Aquila (Bontemps et al. 2010; Ortiz-León et al.
2017), 400 pc for Polaris (Schlafly et al. 2014), and the same
distances as the default values for Musca (200 pc), Taurus, and
Ophiuchus (140 pc) would lead to a median FWHMdec value and
equivalent standard deviation of 0.15± 0.07 pc. While the distri-
bution of filament inner widths is somewhat broader with the
alternate cloud distances, the median filament width is only 50%
larger than, and remains consistent with, that derived assuming
the default distances of Table 1.
Figure 9 presents the distributions of flat inner diameters
Dflat = 2Rflat and power-law indices p derived from Plummer
fits to the median column density profiles of the filaments with
contrasts C0 > 0.3 (solid line histogram) and C0 > 1 (dashed
line histogram). These plots show that the distribution of Dflat
diameters peaks at a median value of about 0.10 pc, with an
equivalent standard deviation of 0.08 pc (for C0 > 1, see Ta-
ble 5), which is fully consistent with the FWHM widths derived
from Gaussian fits to the inner part of the observed radial pro-
files (see, e.g., Fig. 7). The distributions of median Dflat widths
exhibit, however, larger dispersions than the distribution of me-
dian FWHMdec widths, especially for filaments with C0 < 1.
This larger dispersion may result from 1) larger measurement
uncertainties using the Plummer-like function fitting method and
2) less well defined power-law profiles and outer radii for low-
contrast filaments (see tests presented in Appendix B.2). The
radial column density profiles of the selected filaments, espe-
cially those with column density contrasts C0 > 1, tend to show
a power-law behavior at r >> hr with an exponent p ≈ 2 (see
Figs. 3 and 9, Table 5, and also Arzoumanian et al. 2011; Hill
et al. 2012; Palmeirim et al. 2013; André et al. 2016, and oth-
ers).
The presence of power-law wings with p ∼ 2 in the radial
column density profiles of many molecular filaments implies that
mass per unit length estimates may depend on the outer bound-
ary of the filaments. Interestingly, the radius of this outer bound-
ary, Rout, is observed to increase with the column density contrast
(Fig. 5D), central column density, or Mline of the filaments. Such
a behavior is indeed expected for a Plummer-like column den-
sity profile with fixed p and Rflat, and increasing central column
density. For a Gaussian-like radial NH2 profile, the mass per unit
length is Mwline ∼ µH2mHN0H2 ×Wfil. For filaments with significant
power-law wings at r >> Wfil/2, however, a non-negligible frac-
tion of the total mass may lie within the non-Gaussian wings (see
also Rivera-Ingraham et al. 2016, 2017). This additional mass is
taken into account when deriving Mintline by integrating the NH2
profile over radii up to Rout (see Sect. 3.4).
Figure 10 shows correlations between the mass per unit
length (derived in three different ways) and the central column
density of the observed filaments. The correlation between the
two estimates of the mass per unit length shows that Mintline ∼
1.3Mwline on average (cf Fig. 10B), suggesting that most filaments
have non-Gaussian NH2 profiles, which typically contribute 30%
of their total mass on average. Figure 10A shows a very good
correlation between Mintline and N
0
H2
. The correlation between
these two (partly independent) quantities is consistent with the
presence of a common width shared by all filaments of the se-
lected sample. The Mintline estimate is also well correlated with
another estimate of the mass per unit length derived as Mfil/lfil
(see Sect. 3.4). In addition, a good correlation is observed be-
tween Mintline and background column density N
bg
H2
(cf., Sect. 5).
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Fig. 9: Results of Plummer fits to the median radial column density profiles of the filaments in the selected sample with contrasts
C0 > 0.3 and C0 > 1. (A) Distributions of flat inner diameters Dflat(1) obtained for a fixed value of the Plummer power-law index
p = 2 for 260 filaments with C0 > 0.3 (black solid histogram) and 113 filaments with C0 > 1 (blue dashed histogram). The
median Dflat(1) values are 0.13 pc and 0.10 pc, and the equivalent standard deviations (estimated from scaling the measured IQRs)
are 0.10 pc and 0.08 pc, for the subsets of filaments with C0 > 0.3 and C0 > 1, respectively. (B) Distributions of Dflat(2) values
obtained when p is left as a free parameter (i.e., fitting both Rflat and p) for 199 filaments with C0 > 0.3 and 79 filaments with
C0 > 1, respectively. The median Dflat(2) values are 0.15 pc and 0.12 pc, and the equivalent standard deviations are 0.10 pc and
0.07 pc, for the subsets of filaments with C0 > 0.3 and C0 > 1, respectively. (NB: The total number of filaments for which reliable
Plummer fits can be derived is lower when p and Rflat are fitted simultaneously than when the fit is performed by fixing p = 2.) (C)
Distribution of power-law index values p(2) corresponding to the Dflat(2) values in (B). The median p(2) value is 2.2 for both subsets
of filaments (with C0 > 0.3 and C0 > 1), and the equivalent standard deviations of the distributions are 0.4 and 0.3, respectively.
Fig. 10: (A) Mass per unit length integrated over the radial column density profiles, Mintline, against median central column den-
sity, N0H2 , for the 599 filaments of the selected sample. The solid straight line shows the one-parameter best-fit linear relation
Mintline (M/pc) = (0.16 ± 0.05 pc) × Σ0fil (M/pc2), where Σ0fil = µH2mHN0H2 is the central gas surface density. (B) Plot of Mintline against
Mwline ∼ 2hrN0H2 for the same sample of filaments. The one-parameter best-fit linear relation is Mintline = (1.34 ± 0.03) Mwline. (C) Mass
per unit length estimated as Mfil/lfil (where Mfil is calculated summing the column density over the pixels within the area between
the filament crest and Rout, after subtraction of N
bg
H2
, see text of Sect. 3.4) against Mintline for the 1310 filaments of the “total” sample.
The solid straight line shows the one-parameter best-fit linear relation Mfil/lfil ∼ (0.96 ± 0.07) Mintline.
4.2. Properties of filaments along and on either side of
their crests
In this section, we discuss the statistical distributions of filament
inner widths and background column densities derived from in-
dividual column density profiles, taken along and on either side
of the filament crests. In practice, the filament properties dis-
cussed here were measured on spatially-independent radial pro-
files averaged over 2 × HPBW-long segments along the fila-
ment crests (see Sect. 3.1). Figure 11 shows the distributions of
individual FWHMpix,±dec and hd
pix,±
dec widths measured along and
on either side of the crests for the selected sample of 599 fil-
aments (see Sect. 3.1). For comparison, the distribution of indi-
vidual Jeans lengths λpix,±J corresponding to the background sub-
tracted central column densities along and on either side of the
crests is also shown. The FWHMpix,±dec and hd
pix,±
dec distributions
are based on 8682 and 8827 independent measurements, respec-
tively (for ∼ 2% of the individual profiles, reliable Gaussian fits
could not be derived). They have median values of 0.09 pc and
0.11 pc, respectively, an interquartile range of 0.11 pc in both
cases, mean values of 0.13 pc and 0.14 pc, and standard devi-
ations of 0.12 pc and 0.11 pc, respectively. These distributions,
which measure the statistical importance of possible variations
of the inner width along and on either side of the filament crests,
peak essentially at the same values as the distributions of me-
dian FWHMdec and hddec widths (e.g. Fig. 7). The distributions
of individual widths (Fig. 11) exhibit power-law-like tails of val-
ues significantly larger than ∼ 0.1 pc (see also Panopoulou et al.
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Fig. 11: Distributions of FWHMpix,±dec (black) and hd
pix,±
dec (red)
widths derived from individual profiles along and on either side
of the crests for the selected sample of 599 filaments. The me-
dian FWHMpix,±dec and hd
pix,±
dec values are 0.09 pc and 0.11 pc, re-
spectively, and the interquartile range is 0.11 pc for both distri-
butions. The black and red curves show power-law fits to the
tails of the FWHMpix,±dec and hd
pix,±
dec distributions, respectively
(∆N/∆W ∝ W−2.6±0.5, for both distributions). For comparison,
the distribution of Jeans lengths, λpix,±J , is also shown (blue his-
togram, cf. Fig. 7).
2017). Since the distribution of median widths along the fila-
ments (Fig. 7) has a much narrower dispersion around its peak
value, it appears that the local inner width of a filament signif-
icantly exceeds ∼ 0.1 pc at most at a few positions along the
filament crest. Such large local excursions of the measured in-
ner width significantly beyond ∼ 0.1 pc are averaged out when
computing the median filament width. They may be due to sev-
eral reasons. For example, individual profiles along the crest of
a filament may be contaminated by 1) the presence of prestellar
cores on or slightly off the crest (e.g., Malinen et al. 2012), 2)
the presence of fiber-like substructures (e.g,. Hacar et al. 2013,
2018), 3) the intersection points between distinct but overlap-
ping filaments, 4) bad measurements due to disturbed individual
profiles, 5) excursions of the DisPerSE -traced crest connect-
ing two neighboring filaments. Such excursions about the me-
dian width, are also seen, albeit less prominently than in Fig. 11,
in the distributions of measured individual widths for the tests
described in Appendix B, even when the input width is constant
along the filament crest (see, e.g., Fig. B.3). Further analyses and
tests would be required to estimate the relative contribution of
the various possible factors to the shape of the observed distri-
butions of individual FWHMpix,±dec and hd
pix,±
dec widths (Fig. 11).
For a given filament in the selected sample, the median absolute
deviation of the individual inner widths measured along and on
either side of the filament crest ranges between ∼ 0.02 pc and
∼ 0.06 pc, which is similar to the dispersions of the distributions
of median filament widths measured in each region (cf.Table 4).
To investigate potential asymmetries in the column density
profiles of the filaments, we plot in Fig. 12 the distributions of
differences in FWHM width (FWHM−dec−FWHM+dec) and back-
ground column density (Nbg−H2 − N
bg+
H2
) between the two sides of
each filament crest. Independent estimates of FWHM and NbgH2
on either side of the crest were not possible for 71 filaments. The
strongly peaked shape of the distributions in Fig. 12 indicates
Fig. 12: Distributions of the differences in median width
(FWHM−dec − FWHM+dec, top) and median background column
density (Nbg−H2 − N
bg+
H2
, bottom), derived independently on either
side of the 599 filament crests in the selected sample. These two
distributions have median ± equivalent standard deviation values
of (0.003±0.043) pc and (0.04±0.93)×1021 cm−2, respectively.
that a large majority of the filaments in our selected sample ex-
hibit fairly symmetric profiles. The presence of clear wings in
the distributions of Fig. 12 nevertheless implies that significant
asymmetries in width and NbgH2 exist for some filaments between
the two sides of their crests. Interestingly, there is no obvious
correlation between an asymmetry detected in filament width
and an asymmetry in background column density NbgH2 . In other
words, a difference in NbgH2 between the + and − sides of a fil-
ament crest does not necessarily imply a difference in FWHM
width, and vice versa. A dedicated analysis of filaments with
asymmetric profiles would be useful as it may provide valu-
able constraints on the formation and evolution of filamentary
structures in general, as well as their interaction with the parent
molecular clouds (see, e.g., Peretto et al. 2012).
5. Discussion
Our detailed analysis of the radial column density profiles of
nearly 600 filamentary structures imaged in eight molecular
clouds as part of the HGBS survey confirms and strengthens
the result of Arzoumanian et al. (2011) that nearby molecular
filaments share a common mean (crest-averaged) inner width
of about 0.1 pc, while they span a wide range in central col-
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Table 3. Fractions of subcritical, transcritical, and supercritical filaments, along with filament mass and area filling factors, in each cloud
Field Nfiltot N
fil
sub/N
fil
tot N
fil
crit/N
fil
tot N
fil
sup/N
fil
tot M
fil
tot M
fil
tot/M
cloud
tot M
fil
dense/M
cloud
dense A
fil
tot/A
cloud
tot
# % % % M % % %
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
IC5146 67 40 54 6 966 26 69 7
OrionB 410 52 41 6 4280 16 60 7
Aquila 137 21 61 18 1509 6 33 3
Musca 47 79 19 2 109 11 89 4
Polaris 32 100 0 0 19 4 < 0.1 2
Pipe 148 95 5 1 135 7 96 7
Taurus 266 67 31 2 581 25 91 11
Ophiuchus 204 50 44 6 577 17 87 7
All 1311 58 37 6 8175 13 49 6
Median 148 67 41 6 581 16 89 7
Notes: Col. 2: Total number of filaments in each field (same as Col. 5 of Table 2).
Col. 3: Fraction of subcritical filaments with Mintline < Mline,crit/2, i.e., M
int
line < 8M/pc in each field.
Col. 4: Fraction of transcritical filaments with Mline,crit/2 ≤ Mintline ≤ 2Mline,crit, i.e., 8M/pc≤ Mintline ≤ 32M/pc.
Col. 5: Fraction of supercritical filaments with Mintline > 2Mline,crit, i.e., M
int
line > 32M/pc.
Col. 6: Total gas mass of extracted filaments in each cloud, where the mass of a filament of length lfil was estimated as
Mfil = Mintline lfil.
Col. 7: Fraction of cloud mass in the form of filaments, Mfiltot/Mcloudtot , where Mcloudtot is given in Col. 5 of Table 1.
Col. 8: Fraction of dense gas mass (NH2 > 7 × 1021 cm−2) in the form of filaments, Mfildense/Mclouddense. To estimate Mfildense, a
mask corresponding to 0.1 pc-wide filaments was first constructed from the DisPerSE skeleton derived in each region. Mfildense
was then computed within this filament mask from the corresponding column density map. Mclouddense corresponds to the product of
Col. 6 and Col. 7 in Table 1.
Col. 9: Area filling factor of the entire sample of extracted filaments in each field, Afiltot/Acloudtot , where the area of a filament
was estimated as Afil = 2hr × lfil and Acloudtot is given in Col. 5 of Table 1.
umn density N0H2 and mass per unit length Mline
2 (cf. Fig. 8
and Fig. 10). Independent measurements of filament widths in
nearby molecular clouds have generally been consistent with our
result when obtained through submillimeter dust continuum ob-
servations (e.g. Malinen et al. 2012; Ysard et al. 2013; Koch &
Rosolowsky 2015; Salji et al. 2015; Rivera-Ingraham et al. 2016,
2017). Measurements obtained using molecular line tracers have
been less consistent with our finding, with observations in dense
gas tracers such as N2H+ or NH3 typically leading to filament
widths significantly smaller than 0.1 pc (e.g., Pineda et al. 2011;
Fernández-López et al. 2014; Hacar et al. 2018), and studies
in low-density tracers such as 13CO finding widths significantly
larger than 0.1 pc (e.g., Panopoulou et al. 2014). We stress, how-
ever, that the dynamic range achieved in (column) density by
observations in any given molecular line tracer is lower than that
achievable by submillimeter continuum observations, especially
from space with, e.g., Herschel. This has direct implications for
the reliable characterization of the intrinsic column density pro-
files of filaments. High-density line tracers are typically only
sampling gas above a certain critical density and may not probe
well the low-density outer parts of filament profiles. Conversely,
due to depletion and optical depth effects, low-density gas trac-
ers such as 13CO do not probe well the dense inner parts of many
molecular filaments.
2 The N0H2 and Mline values derived here overestimate the intrinsic cen-
tral column densities and masses per unit length of the observed fila-
ments by ∼ 60% on average, assuming random inclination angles of the
filaments with respect to the plane of the sky (cf. Arzoumanian et al.
2011, 2013). The plots and values given in the tables of this paper are
not corrected for this inclination effect.
The filaments analyzed in the present paper span a wide
range of column density contrasts C0 from ∼ 0.1 for the most
(thermally) subcritical filaments in our sample to C0 ∼ 10 for
the most thermally supercritical filaments. The filaments with
contrasts C0 > 1 span a range of central volume densities from
a few 102 cm−3 to ∼ 105 cm−3 as inferred from the Plummer fits
to their radial column density profiles.
The strong linear correlation between Mline and N0H2 (Fig. 10)
suggests that the filaments in our sample are characterized by an
effective width given by Wefffil ∼ (Mintline/Mwline)Wfil ∼ 1.3Wfil ∼
0.13 pc (see Fig. 10). This result implies that the effective mass
(and surface area coverage) of a molecular filament is typically
enclosed within a strip of width 1.3Wfil around the central crest.
This value is also consistent with the observed power-law wings
for r > Wfil/2 (see Fig. 3) and the results derived from Plum-
mer fits of the column density profiles (see Fig. 9 and Table 5),
suggesting that many molecular filaments have non-Gaussian
power-law wings with ρ ∼ r−2 beyond a flat inner plateau (cf.
also, e.g., Palmeirim et al. 2013; Cox et al. 2016). On average,
however, the non-Gaussian wings contribute little (∼ 30%) addi-
tional mass. When they are well-developed, the observed power-
law wings are shallower than the Ostriker (1964) model (with
p = 4) of isothermal filaments in hydrostatic equilibrium.
As already discussed in Arzoumanian et al. (2013), the ob-
servational distinction between thermally subcritical and ther-
mally supercritical filaments does not correspond to a sharp
boundary but to a range of masses per unit length around the
theoretical value of Mline,crit. For the purposes of this paper, we
divide our sample of extracted filaments into three families: ther-
mally subcritical with Mobsline . Mline,crit/2, “transcritical” fila-
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ments with Mline,crit/2 . Mobsline . 2 Mline,crit, and thermally su-
percritical filaments with Mline & 2 Mline,crit (see Table 3). The
three families (subcritical, transcritical, and supercritical) con-
tribute 20 %, 51 %, and 29 % of the total gas mass in the whole
sample of (1310) filaments, respectively, with significant vari-
ations from cloud to cloud (cf. Table 3), as a function of, e.g.,
cloud total dense gas and star-formation activity.
In the selected sample of (599) filaments, 57 % of the fila-
ments with column density contrast C0 < 1 are thermally sub-
critical, with a small fraction (4 %) being thermally supercriti-
cal, while 100 % of the filaments with column density contrast
C0 > 2 are thermally transcritical or supercritical, (Fig. 13 for
the selected sample).
Given that our census of filamentary structures is essentially
complete to transcritical and supercritical filaments (more than
95 % complete for C0 & 1 – see Sect. 2.4 and Appendix A),
we can estimate the fraction of cloud mass in the form of such
filaments. Table 3 gives the total mass in form of filaments in
each of the 8 clouds. On average, 16 % of the total gas mass and
about 7 % of the total surface area of each cloud is in the form
of filaments. A companion paper (Roy et al. 2018) discusses the
implication of the relatively low area filling factor of filamentary
structures for the power spectrum of cloud images. The above
estimate of the fraction of cloud mass in the form of filaments
should be considered a lower limit due to the incompleteness of
our sample to low-contrast filaments, which may also be contam-
inated by spurious structures (cf. Appendix A). Incompleteness
to subcritical filamentary structures may not have a strong im-
pact on the mass budget in the clouds, however, since the total
gas mass in the form of filaments appears to be dominated by
transcritical filaments with Mline ∼ Mline,crit, which belong to the
regime of central column density contrasts C0 & 1 where the
extracted filament sample is mostly complete (56 % and 67 % of
the filaments with Mline & Mline,crit and Mline & 2 Mline,crit, re-
spectively, have C0 > 1, cf. Fig. 13). We refer to André, Arzou-
manian et al., in prep., for a detailed discussion of the observed
filament mass and Mline distributions.
A dominant fraction & 80% of the dense molecular gas in the
clouds is in the form of (mostly supercritical) filaments, where
we define dense gas based on column density, i.e., NdenseH2 ≥ 7 ×
1021 cm−2.
The three families of filaments, defined above on the ba-
sis of their Mline as derived from Herschel dust continuum ob-
servations, exhibit marked differences in terms of their veloc-
ity dispersion and dust polarization properties. Thermally sub-
critical filaments have sonic or transonic non-thermal velocity
dispersions, and are gravitationally unbound with virial param-
eters (αvir ≡ Mline,vir/Mline) larger than 2 (e.g., Arzoumanian
et al. 2013; Hacar et al. 2016). Their orientations on the plane
of the sky are well aligned with the local magnetic field lines
(e.g., Planck Collaboration Int. XXXII 2016), and without any
star forming activity. In contrast, thermally supercritical fila-
ments tend to have supersonic velocity dispersions and are self-
gravitating with αvir ∼ 1. They tend to be mostly perpendicular
to the magnetic field lines observed on large scales in the sur-
rounding ambient cloud (Sugitani et al. 2011; Palmeirim et al.
2013), and are the main sites of prestellar core formation (André
et al. 2010; Könyves et al. 2015; Marsh et al. 2016). Transcritical
filaments have properties in common with the other two groups.
Namely, they tend to have transonic velocity dispersions (Arzou-
manian et al. 2013), but are mostly observed perpendicular to
the local magnetic field orientation (Cox et al. 2016), and show
indications of some star formation activity (Kainulainen et al.
Fig. 13: Top: Mass per unit length Mintline against background
column density NbgH2 for the selected sample of 599 filaments.
The horizontal black line corresponds to Mline = Mline,crit =
16 M/pc, and the grey area shows the transcritical filament
regime with Mline,crit/2 ≤ Mintline ≤ 2Mline,crit (cf. Table 3 and
Sect. 5). Bottom: Same as the top panel, where each dot rep-
resenting a filament is color coded here as a function of col-
umn density contrast C0 (the color code is shown on the bottom
right). The percentages of filaments with C0 < 1, 1 < C0 < 2,
and C0 > 2 are about 70%, 23%, and 7%, respectively, in the
selected sample.
2016). Indeed, transcritical filaments with Mline close to the ther-
mal value of the critical mass per unit length may be the most
appropriate cloud structures for the investigation of the initial
conditions of core and star formation (Roy et al. 2015).
Despite marked differences, the three families of filaments
all appear to share a common mean inner width. The lack of
anti-correlation between filament width and central column den-
sity is surprising, since one would naively expect filament widths
to scale with local Jeans lengths, represented by the solid line
running from top left to bottom right in Fig. 8. Such an anti-
correlation would indeed be expected for isothermal filaments
in hydrostatic equilibrium (Ostriker 1964). Figure 8 implies that
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the molecular filaments in our sample are not well described by
models of isothermal cylinders in hydrostatic equilibrium3.
The existence of a common crest-averaged width ∼ 0.1 pc
shared by all filaments (at least by the filaments analyzed here)
may provide hints on the formation process of filaments. Ar-
zoumanian et al. (2011) suggested that the characteristic fila-
ment width may be linked to the sonic scale of turbulence in
the cold (∼ 10 K) ISM, observed to be around 0.1 pc (Larson
1981; Goodman et al. 1998). The latter appears to be roughly the
scale at which supersonic MHD turbulence dissipates and inter-
stellar turbulence turns from supersonic and magnetohydrody-
namic on larger scales to subsonic and hydrodynamic on smaller
scales (Federrath et al. 2010; Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2003).
Together with the observed subsonic to transonic velocity disper-
sions of subcritical/critical filaments (Arzoumanian et al. 2013;
Hacar et al. 2013, 2016), the common width of filaments sug-
gests that the dissipation of large-scale shock waves (turbulent
or not) in the ISM may be important for the formation of the
observed filamentary web (see also Inutsuka et al. 2015; Inoue
et al. 2017).
The observed correlation between filament mass per unit
length and background column density (Fig. 13) indicates some
link between filament properties and local conditions in the par-
ent cloud (see also Rivera-Ingraham et al. 2016, 2017). Tran-
scritical and subcritical filaments are observed toward a wide
range of background column densities (∼ 1021 cm−2 . NbgH2 .
1022 cm−2 for transcritical filaments). Only subcritical filaments
are found at NbgH2 . 10
21 cm−2. At the other extreme, thermally
supercritical filaments are mostly observed in high column den-
sity portions of the clouds (NbgH2 & 5 × 1021 cm−2). This high-
density background may represent the reservoir of gas mass from
which supercritical filaments appear to accrete while evolving
(e.g., Schneider et al. 2012; Hennemann et al. 2012; Arzouma-
nian et al. 2013; Palmeirim et al. 2013). The physical properties
of the ambient cloud may possibly also change during the typi-
cal lifetime of filaments due to (single or multiple) interactions
with interstellar shock waves (see, e.g., Inutsuka et al. 2015; Ar-
zoumanian et al. 2018).
Thermally supercritical filaments with Mline > 2Mline,crit are
expected to be gravitationally unstable to radial contraction and
thus should nominally collapse to spindles (Inutsuka & Miyama
1997), which is apparently inconsistent with their characteristic
inner width ∼ 0.1 pc. A possible explanation is that the non-
thermal motions observed toward and along supercritical fila-
ments (Schneider et al. 2010; Arzoumanian et al. 2013; Kirk
et al. 2013a; Peretto et al. 2014; Hacar et al. 2017) may provide
additional support against gravity and effectively prevent radial
contraction. The presence of non-thermal motions is also consis-
tent with models of accretion-driven turbulence within evolving
supercritical filaments (Hennebelle & André 2013; Clarke et al.
2016; Inoue et al. 2017). Another key ingredient may be the am-
bient magnetic field which may act against complete collapse of
supercritical filaments, creating ribbon-like, tri-axial structures
(Tomisaka 2014; Auddy et al. 2016, Iwasaki et al. in prep.). One
limitation of the magnetized ribbon model comes from observa-
tional constraints on the maximum aspect ratio between the two
3 Significantly steeper power-law density profiles than the p ∼ 2 pro-
files found here for r >> Rflat have been observed in N2H+ or NH3 by,
e.g., Pineda et al. (2011) and Hacar et al. (2018) who reported p ∼ 4, in
agreement with the isothermal equilibrium model of Ostriker (1964). As
pointed out earlier, however, high-density gas tracers such as N2H+ or
NH3 lines may not be sensitive to the low-density outer parts of filament
profiles, biasing the derived p index toward larger values.
short axes4 of observed filamentary structures, set to first order
by the dispersion of measured filament widths.
The very organized magnetic field structure revealed by
Planck polarization observations (Planck Collaboration Int.
XXXIII 2016) around supercritical filaments suggests that mag-
netic fields play a dynamically important role in shaping the
cold ISM (see also Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV 2016). They
may be channeling flows of low-density ambient gas onto star-
forming supercritical filaments, which may be growing in mass
per unit length and central column density while fragmenting
into prestellar cores (Palmeirim et al. 2013; Arzoumanian et al.
2013; Cox et al. 2016, Shimajiri et al., in prep.). Subcritical fil-
aments, on the other hand, are not self-gravitating and may be
only transient density enhancements, dispersing in a turbulence
crossing time ∼ 0.3 Myr (for 0.1 pc wide filaments with inter-
nal total velocity dispersion of ∼ 0.3 km s−1) unless confined by
external pressure (Fischera & Martin 2012, Inutsuka et al., in
prep.).
While a complete theoretical scenario for the formation and
evolution of molecular filaments and their role in the star forma-
tion process is still lacking, the observational results presented in
this paper set strong constraints on possible models and represent
a challenge for numerical simulations aiming to reproduce real-
istic filament properties. The existence of a common mean inner
width ∼ 0.1 pc for filamentary structures also provides hints on
the physics at play in the cold ISM and may have strong impli-
cations for our understanding of the star formation process (see
André et al. 2014; Roy et al. 2015; Shimajiri et al. 2017; Lee
et al. 2017).
6. Summary and conclusions
In this paper, we presented a census of filamentary structures
observed in Herschel Gould Belt survey images of eight nearby
molecular clouds: IC5146, Orion B, Aquila, Musca, Polaris,
Pipe, Taurus L1495, and Ophiuchus. Our method of analysis and
main results may be summarized as follows:
1. The highly filamentary structure of a nearby molecular
cloud imaged with Herschel can be well traced using
the DisPerSE algorithm with a persistence threshold
PT = rmsmin and a robustness threshold RT = 1.5N
bg,min
H2
,
where rmsmin and N
bg,min
H2
are the minimum rms level of
background fluctuations and the minimum background col-
umn column density in the input Herschel column density
map, respectively. These values for the two main parameters
PT and RT of DisPerSE were selected from multiple
tests performed on synthetic maps, including realistic popu-
lations of mock filaments (see Appendix A and Appendix B).
2. Using DisPerSE with the above persistence and robust-
ness thresholds, as well as a well-defined procedure (see
Sect. 2), we identified a total of 1310 filamentary structures
in our 8 target fields and a selected sample of 599 filaments
with aspect ratio AR ≥ 3 and central column density
contrast C0 > 0.3. Based on extraction tests performed on
synthetic maps (see Appendix A), this selected sample is
estimated to be more than 95 % complete to filaments with
4 A ribbon-like filamentary structure (e.g., Auddy et al. 2016) has one
long axis, the main axis of the filament, and two short axes: one is set
by hydrostatic equilibrium and corresponds to the Jeans length, and the
other two by magnetohydrostatic equilibrium, resulting in an hourglass
shape.
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column density contrast C0 ≥ 1 (contaminated by ∼ 5 %
of spurious detections), corresponding mostly to thermally
transcritical and supercritical filaments with Mline & Mline,crit.
3. Filament properties were derived by constructing radial
column density radial profiles perpendicular to the filament
crests. Without any fitting of the radial profiles, and for each
extracted filament, we obtained estimates of the median
column density along the filament crest, the outer radius on
either side of the crest, the background column density at
the outer radius, the filament width from the deconvolved
half-power diameter (hddec), and the filament length.
4. Our sample of nearby molecular filaments is characterized
by a narrow distribution of crest-averaged inner widths,
with a median hddec diameter of 0.10 pc and an interquartile
range of 0.08 pc, but spans wide ranges of lengths, column
densities, and column density contrasts. The background
column densities around the sampled filaments also span a
wide range, reflecting significant variations in environmental
properties (e.g., external gas pressure). The line-of-sight
dust temperatures observed along the filament crests are
generally lower than the dust temperature in the background
cloud, and the difference in dust temperature is larger for
higher column density filaments.
5. In addition, the radial column density profiles observed on
either side of the filament crests were fitted with Gaussian
functions for radii r ∈ [0, 1.5hr], where hr is the half-power
radius directly measured on each profile (see point 3 above).
The resulting distribution of deconvolved, crest-averaged
FWHM widths for the 599 filaments in the selected sam-
ple is sharply peaked around a median value of 0.10 pc
with an interquartile range of 0.07 pc. This distribution
is in stark contrast to the much broader distributions of
filament lengths and local central Jeans lengths (inversely
proportional to the central column densities of the filaments).
6. As the observed filaments often feature power-law wings
that cannot be well reproduced by Gaussian fits, the radial
profiles were also fitted with Plummer-like model functions
(Sect. 3.3.2). The resulting distribution of flat inner diam-
eters Dflat = 2Rflat has a median value of 0.10 pc and an
interquartile range of 0.11 pc, in excellent agreement with
both the distribution of deconvolved FWHM widths found
from Gaussian fitting and the distribution of deconvolved
half-power diameters (hddec) directly measured on the fila-
ment profiles. The power-law exponent p of the underlying
density profiles at large radii r >> Rflat is found to have a
median value of 2.2 and an equivalent standard deviation of
0.3. Finally, filaments with central column density contrasts
C0 > 1 are found to span a range of central volume densities
from a few 102 cm−3 to ∼ 105 cm−3.
7. Our method of estimating filament properties from the radial
column density profiles was validated by performing tests
on synthetic cloud maps, including populations of mock
filaments with both Gaussian and Plummer-like input radial
profiles (see Appendix B).
8. The distributions of individual hdpix,±dec and FWHM
pix,±
dec
widths, derived from independent profiles taken along
and on either side of the filament crests, have the same
median and mean values as the distributions of hddec and
FWHMdec widths averaged along and on either side of
the filament crests. They exhibit larger dispersions about
their mean, however, with power-law-like tails of values
significantly larger than 0.1 pc. These unusually large values
of the hdpix,±dec and FWHM
pix,±
dec widths may result from
1) physical variations of properties along each filament
crest, 2) local variations in the background cloud, and/or 3)
bad measurements due to locally disturbed radial profiles.
Further analysis and tests would be needed to assess the
relative contribution of these different factors to the observed
distributions.
9. Our filament sample can be divided into three families:
thermally subcritical filaments with Mline . 0.5 Mline,crit,
transcritical filaments with 0.5 Mline,crit . Mline . 2 Mline,crit,
and thermally supercritical filaments with Mline & 2 Mline,crit.
Transcritical filaments contribute more than half of the total
gas mass of the whole sample of extracted filaments. On
average, 16 % of the total mass in the target clouds is in the
form of filaments and about 80 % of the dense gas mass (at
NH2 > 7 × 1021 cm−2) is in the form of (mostly transcritical
and supercritical) filaments.
10. The masses per unit length derived for the sampled filaments
correlate very well with their central column densities,
which is consistent with the existence of a characteristic
filament width.
11. These results suggest that, contrary to expectations, dense
supercritical filaments with Mline > 2Mline,crit do not collapse
radially to spindles but somehow maintain a crest-averaged
width of ∼ 0.1 pc while evolving and fragmenting into
prestellar cores.
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Table 5. Filament properties derived from Plummer fits.
Field Nfil(1) Dflat(1) Nfil(2) Dflat(2) p(2)
# [pc] # [pc]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
IC5146 17 0.14 ± 0.10 14 0.17 ± 0.21 2.2 ± 0.4
OrionB 31 0.21 ± 0.14 18 0.17 ± 0.15 2.2 ± 0.6
Aquila 10 0.12 ± 0.07 6 0.13 ± 0.08 2.4 ± 0.6
Musca 1 0.08 − − −
Polaris 2 0.10 ± 0.01 3 0.13 ± 0.08 2.1 ± 0.7
Pipe 5 0.08 ± 0.03 4 0.10 ± 0.04 2.2 ± 0.4
Taurus 33 0.07 ± 0.04 25 0.10 ± 0.06 2.3 ± 0.1
Ophiuchus 14 0.10 ± 0.04 9 0.12 ± 0.04 2.3 ± 0.4
All 113 0.10 ± 0.08 79 0.12 ± 0.07 2.2 ± 0.3
Notes: Col. 1: Field name. Col. 2: Number of filaments with contrast C0 > 1 for which a Plummer fit with fixed power-law
index p = 2 was possible in each field. We derived reliable Plummer fits for 108 filaments with C0 > 1 corresponding to 73%
of the selected filament sample with C0 > 1. It was possible to derive reliable Plummer fits for 61% of the filaments of the
selected sample with C0 > 1. Col. 3: Median flat inner diameter Dflat(1)= 2Rflat(1), and equivalent standard deviation (scaled
from the measured interquartile range), derived from Plummer fits with fixed p = 2 in each field. Col. 4: Number of filaments
with C0 > 1 for which a Plummer fit with free power-law index p was possible in each field. Reliable fits were possible for a
total number of 79 filaments with C0 > 1. Col. 5: Median Dflat(2)= 2Rflat(2) value and equivalent standard deviation derived
from Plummer fits with free power-law index p in each field. Col. 5: Median p value and equivalent standard deviation derived
from Plummer fits with free power-law index p in each field.
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Appendix A: Completeness of the extracted
filament sample
In this Appendix, we discuss several tests performed on synthetic
data to estimate the completeness of the extracted filament sam-
ple following the method described in Sect. 2.
To test our method of tracing filaments, synthetic column
density maps of filamentary molecular clouds were generated
by adding realistic populations of mock filaments to a Herschel
column density map where most, if not all, compact sources
and filamentary structures had been removed using the get-
sources and getfilaments algorithms (Men’shchikov et al. 2012;
Men’shchikov 2013).
We built the background column density map (see Fig. A.1a),
by periodically duplicating the lower half of the Herschel col-
umn density image of the Aquila cloud (cf. Fig. 1 of Könyves
et al. 2015) resulting in a 4◦ × 2◦ map corresponding to
∼ 18.5 pc× 9.2 pc at a distance d = 260 pc. Synthetic fila-
ments were generated using a real filament crest traced with
DisPerSE in the Aquila cloud. Starting from this observed
crest used as a template, the synthetic filaments were given a
Gaussian column density profile with a fixed width FHWM =
0.1 pc at d = 260 pc and random orientations with respect to the
Cartesian x– and y–axes of the background map. For each real-
ization, a group of 100 such synthetic filaments were distributed
randomly over the background column density map, controlling
the contrast C0 between the median column density along the
crest of each synthetic filament and the local background col-
umn density (see Fig. A.1c). A large number of such realizations
were generated and the same method as described in Sect. 2 for
identifying filamentary structures in the real data was applied in
each case.
As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, the completeness of our filament
extractions was estimated by investigating the variation of the
fraction of extracted synthetic filaments as a function of input
filament contrast, C0, and aspect ratio, AR, for several values of
the persistence threshold, PT, and robustness threshold, RT , of
the DisPerSE run (see Sect. 2.2).
Ten synthetic maps, each including 100 Gaussian-shaped
filaments, i.e., a total of 1000 synthetic filaments were gener-
ated for each combination of the above mentioned four parame-
ters (C0, AR, PT, RT ). Figure A.1c shows an example of one of
these realizations.
We then applied the filament extraction method of Sect. 2
to each realization. Since, as mentioned in Sect. 2.3, a good
choice for PT is on the order of the background column den-
sity fluctuations, PT was varied as follows: rmsmin/2, rmsmin,
2 rmsmin, 4 rmsmin, where rmsmin is the minimum rms in the back-
ground column density map (see Fig. A.1b). As to the robust-
ness threshold, it was varied between RT = 0.75Nbg,minH2 and
RT = 2.25Nbg,minH2 , where N
bg,min
H2
is the minimum NbgH2 in the
background column density map, since it is linked to the min-
imum column density contrast of the filaments to be extracted,
RT ∼ C0NbgH2 (cf., Sect. 2.3). Finally, for each realization, we
estimated the number of “true” mock filaments that were recov-
ered using our method of filament tracing, as well as the num-
ber of “spurious”5 extracted structures. To do so, we compared
the crests traced by DisPerSE with the input skeleton maps.
5 A “true” detection corresponds to a synthetic filament added to the
background column density map, while a “spurious” detection is a
structure that is traced by DisPerSE but does not correspond to any
synthetic filament.
When a DisPerSE crest matched a crest from the input skele-
ton (numbered from 1 to 100 in each of the realizations) for at
least 30 pixels (corresponding to 5 × HPBW), the DisPerSE
crest was considered a “true” detection. When the DisPerSE
crest did not have a counterpart in the input skeleton for at least
30 pixels, the DisPerSE crest was flagged as a “spurious” de-
tection (see for an example Fig. A.1e).
We define the fraction of extracted filaments as the ratio of
the number of “true” detections to the number of input filaments,
i.e., 1000, for each combination of the four studied parameters
(C0, AR, PT, RT ). The fraction of “spurious” detections is de-
fined as the ratio of the number of “spurious” detections to the
total number of (“true”+“spurious”) detections.
Figure A.2 shows the statistics of “true” and “spurious” de-
tections, based on a total of 1000 synthetic filaments for each set
of PT and RT values. Here, the synthetic filaments all have an
aspect ratio AR = 10 and column density contrasts C0 = 1 (left
panel) or C0 = 2 (right panel).
Thermally subcritical filaments are expected to have column
density contrasts C0 . 1, while thermally transcritical/supercrit-
ical filaments should have C0 > 1 (see Sect. 2.4). As an illustra-
tion, filaments with intrinsic column density contrast C0 = 1 and
Gaussian width FWHM = 0.1 pc, embedded in a background
cloud with NbgH2 = 2.5 × 1021cm−2 (for µH2 = 2.8), have a mass
per unit length Mline = 11 M/pc.
For all input filament contrasts C0, the fractions of ex-
tracted synthetic filaments were found to be almost indepen-
dent of the persistence threshold for PT values within a factor
of two of the minimum rms in the background column den-
sity map, rmsmin. The fraction of extracted synthetic filaments
with C0 = 2 is larger than 95% for robustness threshold values
RT ≤ 2.25Nbg,minH2 . The same level of completeness is achieved
for synthetic filaments with C0 = 1 when RT ≤ 1.5Nbg,minH2 .
The fraction of extracted synthetic filaments with C0 = 1 de-
creases below 95% when RT > 1.5Nbg,minH2 but nevertheless re-
mains ≥ 80% for RT ≤ 2Nbg,minH2 .
The fraction of “spurious” detections behaves in the oppo-
site way, i.e., it decreases when RT increases. “Spurious” de-
tections correspond to cirrus-like column density structures in
the background column density map. These structures are traced
by DisPerSE but are not “true” filamentary structures. For
RT ≥ 1.5Nbg,minH2 , the fraction of spurious extracted structures
is less than 10%, but it increases rapidly for RT < 1.5Nbg,minH2 .
We also investigated the effect of the robustness parameter
RT on the fractions of extracted synthetic filaments and “spuri-
ous” detections for aspect ratios AR < 10 and column density
contrasts C0 < 1. The plots of Fig. A.3 show the fractions of
extracted synthetic filaments and “spurious” structures for mock
filaments with 0.3 ≤ C0 ≤ 2 and 3 ≤ AR ≤ 10, as a function
of RT for a fixed persistence threshold PT = rmsmin. It can be
seen that the fraction of extracted synthetic filaments is almost
independent (within 10%) of filament aspect ratio 3 ≤ AR < 10,
but decreases significantly when C0 decreases for RT < Nbg,minH2 .
The fraction of “spurious” detections is almost constant (within
15%) for all C0 > 0.5 and AR > 3 values, and decreases when
RT increases. For C0 ≤ 0.5 and AR ≤ 3, the fraction of “spuri-
ous” extracted structures exceeds ∼ 50% of the total number of
detections.
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Fig. A.1: a) “Background” map used in our tests of filament extraction, corresponding to a 4◦ × 2◦ portion of a Herschel col-
umn density map after subtraction of compact sources and filamentary structures with the getsources and getfilaments algorithms
(Men’shchikov et al. 2012; Men’shchikov 2013). The vertical double arrow indicates the 1◦ scale of the map and is the same on all
the maps of this figure. The spatial resolution of the maps is 0.023 pc, corresponding to 18′′ at a distance of 260 pc. b) Column den-
sity histograms of the “background map” in a) using two different bin sizes, Sbin = 1021 cm−2 (solid histogram) and Sbin = 1020 cm−2
(dashed histogram). The minimum background column density, Nbg,minH2 , and the minimum level of background fluctuations, rmsmin,
used to adjust the DisPerSE parameters RT and PT (see text) were estimated from the median and standard deviation of column
density values in the first bin of the solid histogram, respectively: Nbg,minH2 = 2.5 × 1021cm−2 and rmsmin = 0.19 × 1021cm−2. c)
Example of a synthetic column density map obtained by distributing 100 synthetic filaments with contrast C0 = 1 and aspect ratio
AR = 10 over the “background map” of panel a). Here, all synthetic filaments were given a Gaussian profile with FWHM = 0.1 pc
and a length of ∼ 1 pc at the distance of 260 pc. d) Same as panel c) with the filament crests traced with DisPerSE overlaid in
black. DisPerSE was run with a persistence threshold PT = rmsmin and a robustness threshold RT = 1.5N
bg,min
H2
. e) Same as
panel d) after removing filament segments shorter than 10 times the HPBW beam, i.e., after “cleaning” the DisPerSE skeleton
(cf. Sect. 2.3). The white crests indicate the structures identified as "spurious" (four in this case), while the black crests correspond
to "true" filaments.
Appendix B: Reliability of derived filament
properties
In this Appendix, we assess the reliability of our method of es-
timating filament properties using the measurement steps de-
scribed in Sect. 3. To this end, synthetic maps including mock
filaments with Gaussian and Plummer-like column density ra-
dial profiles, and various distributions of input properties, such
as inner width, power-law slope at large radii, and filament con-
trast, were constructed. Several sets of synthetic maps were gen-
erated by distributing between 60 and 180 mock filaments with
given input properties (AR, C0, p) within the background col-
umn density map of Fig. A.1a, which has a spatial resolution of
0.023 pc corresponding to ∼ 18′′ at a distance of 260 pc. The
mock filaments were distributed in an ordered way and at well
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Fig. A.2: Left: Fractions of “true” detections (solid color lines) and “spurious” detections (dotted color lines) in tests of filament
extractions as a function of the robustness threshold RT used with DisPerSE (in units of NbgH2 on the bottom x-axis and 10
21cm−2
on the top x-axis), for four values of the persistence threshold PT (0.5 rmsmin, rmsmin, 2 rmsmin, 4 rmsmin, color coded as shown at
the top right of the plot). The synthetic filaments used in these tests all had Gaussian profiles with FWHM = 0.1 pc, an aspect
ratio AR = 10, a column density contrast C0 = 1 over the background, and were distributed in the map shown in Fig. A.1a. The
statistics shown in the plot are based on a total of 1000 such synthetic filaments for each set of the two DisPerSE parameters RT
and PT . The two horizontal black lines indicate completeness levels of 70% and 90%, respectively. Right: Same as left panel but
for synthetic filaments with intrinsic column density contrast C0 = 2 over the background.
Fig. A.3: Left: Fractions of “true” detections (solid color lines) in tests of filament extraction as a function of the robustness
threshold RT used with DisPerSE (in units of NbgH2 on the bottom x-axis and 10
21cm−2 on the top x-axis), for three values of the
input aspect ratio (AR = 3, 5, 10 – see symbols at the botttom left of the plot) and four values of the input column density contrast
(C0 = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 2 – color coded as shown at the top right of the plot). The statistics shown in this plot are based on a total of
1000 synthetic filaments with Gaussian profiles of FWHM = 0.1 pc for each set of (AR, C0) input values, added to the background
map shown in Fig. A.1a. The persistence threshold used in DisPerSE was fixed to PT = rmsmin. Right: Same as left panel but for
the fractions of “spurious” detections (dotted color lines).
separated locations to reduce measurement uncertainties due to
possible intersections or blending between filaments. The fila-
ment crests of the synthetic maps were traced using DisPerSE
with PT = rmsmin and RT = 1.5N
bg,min
H2
following the steps de-
scribed in Sect. 2, and analyzed in the same way as the real data
as explained in Sect. 3.
Figure B.1 compares the distributions of input and measured
filament properties derived without any fitting of the column
density radial profiles and after determination of the filament
crest, outer radius, and background column density values, as
explained in Sect. 2 and Sect. 3. The distribution of measured
half-power diameters, hd, for filaments with Gaussian profiles
has a median value consistent with the input FWHM width of
the mock filaments (Fig. B.1A). The input filament contrasts and
central/background column densities are also well recovered.
In the following two subsections (Sect. B.1 and Sect. B.2),
we discuss the reliability of inner width measurements derived
from Gaussian and Plummer fits to the filament radial pro-
files, respectively. We summarize the results of these tests in
Sect. B.3.
Appendix B.1: Synthetic filaments with Gaussian input
radial column density profiles
As illustrated in Fig. 3 (panels A and B), some filaments are ob-
served to have radial column density profiles that are reasonably
well described by a Gaussian profile. To discuss the accuracy of
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Fig. B.1: Histograms of derived crest-averaged properties [half-power diameter, hd, in panel (A); filament contrast, C0, in panel
(B); background-subtracted central column density, N0H2 , in panel (C)] in measurement tests using a population of Gaussian mock
filaments. The vertical dashed lines in panels (A) and (B) indicate the fixed input properties of the mock filaments: FWHM width
(W=0.1 pc) and column density contrast (C0=1). In panel (C), the black and green histograms show the distribution of input and
derived background-subtracted column densities averaged along the filament crests, respectively.
Fig. B.2: Histograms of FWHM widths derived from Gaussian fitting to the radial column density profiles of synthetic filaments
with Gaussian input profiles and fixed input FWHM width (W = 0.1 pc) (A), a power law distribution of FWHM widths between
0.03 pc and 0.25 pc (B), and a flat input distribution of FWHM widths between 0.03 pc and 0.4 pc (C). The input FWHM width
distributions are shown with the black dashed lines on all panels. Results are presented for four choices of the fitting range (1.5hr,
2.0hr, 2.5hr, 3.0hr), color coded as shown on the right hand side of each plot (cf. Sect. 3.3.3). Note how the measured distributions
of filament widths are almost independent of the fitting range.
deriving the inner widths of such filaments, we generated a num-
ber of synthetic maps by distributing identical Gaussian-shaped
mock filaments with aspect ratio AR = 10 and column density
contrast C0 = 1, within the background column density map of
Fig. A.1a. The effective spatial resolution of all synthetic maps
was 0.023 pc (i.e., ∼ 18′′ at 260 pc).
We used four distributions of Gaussian-shaped synthetic fil-
aments:
a) All mock filaments had the same input FWHM width, uni-
form along each filament crest (Fig. B.2A and Fig. B.3A).
b) The sample of mock filaments had a power-law distribution
of FWHM widths between 0.03 pc and 0.25 pc, and a slope of
−2 in ∆N/∆log(FWHM) (180 input mock filaments were used
in this case – Fig. B.2B).
c) The number of mock filaments per linear bin of width was
constant in the range 0.03 pc ≤ FWHM ≤ 0.4 pc. i.e., flat distri-
bution of input widths, (Fig. B.2C).
d) The mock filaments had a Gaussian distribution of FWHM
widths along their crests, with a mean value of 0.1 pc and a stan-
dard deviation of 0.05 pc (Fig. B.3B and Fig. B.3C).
Figure B.2 shows the distribution of measured FWHM
widths derived from Gaussian fitting to the radial column density
profiles of Gaussian-shaped mock filaments for three input dis-
tributions of filament FWHM widths (constant, power-law, and
flat, respectively). A peaked distribution of measured FWHM
widths was obtained solely when the input mock filaments had
the same FWHM value constant along their crest (Fig. B.2A).
Likewise, a power-law distribution of measured FWHM widths
was obtained only when the input mock filaments had a power-
law distribution of FWHM widths (Fig. B.2B), and a flat distri-
bution of measured FWHM widths was obtained only when the
input distribution was flat (Fig. B.2C).
We can also see that reliable filament widths can be measured
down to ∼ 0.03 pc, corresponding to the smallest input width
considered, close to the 0.023 pc resolution of the synthetic col-
umn density map. The slope of the input power-law distribution
of mock filament widths was recovered with an accuracy better
than ∼ 10% (for all fitting ranges).
Figures B.3A shows the distribution of individual FWHM
widths measured along and on either sides of the filament crests
for an input width of 0.1 pc constant along the crests (same as
Fig. B.2A). The median value of the measured widths is consis-
tent with the input constant width, but a tail of larger values can
also be seen on the distribution. These excursions from the con-
stant input width may be attributed to bad measurements and/or
spurious structures.
Figures B.3B and B.3C show the results of Gaussian width
measurements when the input FWHM widths are not strictly
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Fig. B.3: Histograms of FWHM widths derived from Gaussian fits to the column density profiles of Gaussian-shaped synthetic
filaments. The distributions of input and measured FWHM widths are displayed in black and red, respectively. The range radii used
for the Gaussian fits was [0, 1.5hr]. Panel (A) shows the distribution of individual FWHM widths measured along and on either
side of the filament crests for input FWHM width (W = 0.1 pc) constant along the filament length (same as Fig. B.2A). Panel (B)
shows the distribution of individual FWHM widths measured along and on either side of the filament crests, for input individual
FWHM widths with a Gaussian distribution centered at 0.1 pc with a standard deviation of 0.05 pc. Panel (C) shows the distribution
of median FWHM widths “averaged” over each filament crest for the same input FWHM distribution as in panel (B).
constant along each filament crest, but have a Gaussian dis-
tribution with a mean value of 0.1 pc and a standard devia-
tion of 0.05 pc. Figure B.3B shows the distribution of individ-
ual FWHM widths derived from Gaussian fitting to the indi-
vidual profiles along and on either side of the filament crests,
while Fig. B.3C shows the distribution of median FWHM val-
ues derived after “averaging” the independent measurements
obtained along and on either side of each filament crest (see
Sect. 3.1 and Sect. 3.2). The derived distributions of individual
FWHM widths and of median (crest-averaged) FWHM widths
are both consistent with the corresponding input distributions.
We also note that the standard deviation of the derived distribu-
tion of median FWHM widths is larger when the input individ-
ual FWHM widths have a Gaussian distribution about a mean
value (Fig. B.3C) than when the input FWHM width is constant
along each filament crest (Fig. B.2A), i.e., 0.02 pc and < 0.01 pc,
respectively.
The FWHM widths derived from Gaussian fitting to the pro-
files of Gaussian-shaped synthetic filaments are not affected by
the range of radii used for fitting the radial column density pro-
files. As expected and as already mentioned in Sect. 3.3.3, how-
ever, the fitting range does matter when Gaussian fits are used to
estimate the FWHM widths of filaments with Plummer-like in-
put column density profiles. This is discussed in the next section.
Appendix B.2: Synthetic filaments with Plummer input
radial density profiles
The logarithmic radial column density profiles of many observed
filaments are characterized by a flat inner plateau up to a radius
Rflat and non-Gaussian wings for r >> Rflat (see, e.g., Fig. 3). Us-
ing a Plummer-like model profile (see Eq. 5), one can in principle
reproduce the behavior of the radial column density distribution
for both r ≤ Rflat and r >> Rflat, which is not possible with a
Gaussian fit.
In this section, we present measurement tests to assess
the reliability of deriving the inner widths of filaments with
Plummer-like radial column density profiles, using both Gaus-
sian and Plummer-like function fits (as described in Sect. 3.3.1
and Sect. 3.3.2, respectively). For this purpose, several syn-
thetic maps were constructed by distributing, within the back-
ground column density map of Fig. A.1a at a spatial resolution of
0.023 pc, a population of Plummer-shaped mock filaments with
input column density contrasts of C0 = 1 and C0 = 0.5, and
various input distributions of Dflat = 2Rflat and p values.
We used the following distributions of Plummer-like syn-
thetic filaments: a) All mock filaments had the same Rflat and p
values, constant along each filament crest. Three sets of synthetic
maps were considered, with mock filaments having Dflat = 0.1 pc
and p = 1.5, 2, and 3, respectively (Fig. B.4A, Fig. B.5, Fig. B.6,
Fig. B.7).
b) All mock filaments had the same power-law index p = 2,
but a flat distribution of Dflat (i.e., a constant number of mock
filaments per linear bin of Dflat) in the range 0.03 pc ≤ Rflat ≤
0.34 pc (Fig. B.8A).
c) All mock filaments had the same Dflat = 0.1 pc diameter, but a
flat distribution of p values (i.e., a constant number of mock fil-
aments per linear bin of p) in the range 1.5 ≤ p ≤ 3.2 (Fig. B.9).
d) The mock filaments had a power-law distribution of Dflat di-
ameters between 0.03 pc and 0.25 pc, with a power-law index
of −2 (in ∆N/∆log(Dflat)) and a Gaussian distribution of p val-
ues with a mean of 2 and a standard deviation of 0.3 (Fig. B.4B,
Fig. B.8B).
e) The mock filaments had the same p = 2 index and a power-
law distribution of individual Dflat diameters along their crests
with a power-law index of −2 (in ∆N/∆log(Dflat)) between
0.022 pc and 0.19 pc (Fig. B.10).
Figure B.4A shows the distributions of FWHM widths de-
rived from Gaussian fits to the radial column density profiles
of Plummer-shaped mock filaments with uniform input Dflat =
0.1 pc and p = 2 parameters. For the same input Dflat and p val-
ues, the derived FWHM widths increase for increasing fitting
range, e.g., from [0,1.5hr] to [0,3hr] (cf. also, Sect. 3.3.3 and
Fig. 4). This is also the case when the input mock filaments have
p = 1.5 and p = 3 (not illustrated here with a figure). For given
fitting range and input Dflat diameter, the measured FWHM
widths from Gaussian fits to Plummer-like input column den-
sity profiles decrease for increasing p: e.g., for a fitting range of
0 ≤ r ≤ 1.5hr, FWHM = 1.4 (Dp=1.5flat ), FWHM = 1.1 (Dp=2flat ),
and FWHM = 0.8 (Dp=3flat ), when p = 1.5, p = 2, and p = 3,
respectively. The logarithmic slope of the power-law profile,
p, also influences the derived values of the half-power diam-
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Fig. B.4: Histograms of FWHM widths derived from Gaussian fitting to the radial column density profiles of synthetic filaments
with Plummer radial profiles and input contrast C0=1. In panel (A), all input 180 mock filaments had Plummer radial profiles with
2Rflat = Dflat = 0.1 pc and p = 2. Results are presented for four choices of the fitting range, [0,1.5hr], [0,2.0hr], [0,2.5hr], and
[0,3.0hr], color coded as shown at the top right of the plot (cf. Sect. 3.3.3). Note how the measured distribution of filament widths
depends on the fitting range (the median filament width derived for each fitting range is given at the top right of the plot). In panel
(B), the input 180 mock filaments had Plummer radial profiles with a power-law distribution of Dflat diameters between 0.03 and
0.25 pc (same distribution as the distribution of FWHM widths in Fig. B.2B) and a Gaussian distribution of p values with a mean
of 2 and a standard deviation of 0.3. The FWHM widths were derived from Gaussian fits to the radial column density profiles with
a fitting range of [0,1.5hr]. The solid black and red straight lines show power-law fits to the input and measured distributions of
widths, respectively.
Fig. B.5: Results of measurements performed to test the reliability of Plummer fits to the radial column density profiles of Plummer-
shaped synthetic filaments with fixed input central column density contrast C0 = 1, inner diameter Dflat = 0.1 pc, and power-law
index p = 2. The input Dflat and p values are marked by vertical dashed lines on the plots. The synthetic filaments are the same
as those used in Fig. B.4. Two sets of results are provided for Dflat in panel (A), depending on whether the power-law index p of
the Plummer model profile was fixed to p = 2 [(1), yellow histogram] or left as a free parameter [(2), blue histogram]. The blue
histogram of fitted p values in panel (B) corresponds to the blue distribution of Dflat(2) values in panel (A). The median values of
the derived parameters as well as their equivalent standard deviations (scaled from the measured IQRs) are provided at the top right
of the panels.
eter, hd. Our tests show that, for the same input Dflat radius,
the median value of the hd distribution decreases when the in-
put p index increases: hd = 1.8 (Dp=1.5flat ), hd = 1.4 (D
p=2
flat ), and
hd = 0.98 (Dp=3flat ), for p = 1.5, p = 2, and p = 3, respectively.
Figure B.4B shows the distribution of FWHM widths de-
rived from Gaussian fitting to the radial profiles of 180 Plummer-
shaped mock filaments with a power-law distribution of input
Dflat diameters between 0.03 pc and 0.25 pc and a Gaussian dis-
tribution of p values with a mean of 2 and a standard deviation
of 0.3. For a fitting range of 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.5hr, the derived dis-
tribution of FWHM widths is in good agreement with the input
distribution of filament inner widths down to 0.03 pc, close to the
spatial resolution of the synthetic background map. The logarith-
mic slope of the fitted power-law distribution of FWHM widths
is only ∼ 15% shallower than that of the input distribution of
Dflat diameters.
Figures B.5 and B.6 show the results of Plummer fitting to
the profiles of Plummer-shaped filaments with input contrasts
C0 = 1 and C0 = 0.5, respectively. In the C0 = 1 case, the
derived Dflat and p parameters have peaked distributions with
median values consistent with the input parameters. In the lower
contrast case (C0 = 0.5), the median values of the derived Dflat
and p distributions tend to be slightly larger than the correspond-
ing input values, and the dispersions of Dflat and p values are
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Fig. B.6: Same as Fig. B.5 for Plummer-shaped synthetic filaments with fixed input central column density contrast C0 = 0.5. The
input Plummer parameters were fixed to Dflat = 0.1 pc and p = 2, as marked by vertical dashed lines on the plots.
Fig. B.7: Same as Fig. B.5 for Plummer-shaped synthetic filaments with fixed input central column density contrast C0 = 1, inner
diameter Dflat = 0.1 pc, and power-law index p = 1.5 [top panels, (A) and (B)] or p = 3 [bottom panels, (C) and (D)]. The input
Dflat and p values are marked by vertical dashed lines in the plots. The left panels, (A) and (C), show histograms of measured Dflat
values, while the right panels, (B) and (D), show histograms of measured p values.
about 30% and 40% larger, respectively, than the dispersions
measured for C0 = 1. These larger uncertainties in the results
of Plummer fitting for input filaments with C0 = 0.5 may be
attributed to less well-defined power-law profiles at r >> Rflat
for low-contrast filaments leading to larger errors in the fitted
parameters.
Figure B.7 shows the results of Plummer-fitting measure-
ments for an input population of Plummer-shaped mock fila-
ments with fixed input parameters: Dflat = 0.1 pc and p = 1.5
[panels (A) and (B)] or p = 3 [panels (C) and (D)]. It can be
seen that when p and Dflat are fitted simultaneously, the input
p and Dflat values are reasonably well recovered. When the fit-
ting is performed with fixing the power-law exponent to p = 2,
different from the input value p = 1.5 or p = 3, the derived
Rflat values are larger or smaller (by up to ∼ 50%) than the input
Dflat = 0.1 pc radius, respectively.
Figure B.8A shows that a flat distribution of Dflat values is
derived when the input mock filaments have a flat distribution
of Dflat diameters. Likewise, Fig. B.8B shows that a power law
distribution of Dflat values is derived when the input mock fila-
ments have a power-law distribution of Dflat diameters. Correct
estimates of the Dflat diameter are derived down to 0.03 pc, close
to the spatial resolution of the synthetic map. Furthermore, when
both Dflat and p are fitted simultaneously, the median value of the
derived p indices is compatible with the input p value in both sets
of experiments.
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Fig. B.8: Results of Plummer fits to Plummer-shaped synthetic filaments with a central column density contrast C0 = 1 and two
distributions of Dflat inner diameters [flat in panel (A); power law in (B)]. Two sets of Dflat measurements are provided depending on
whether the power-law index p of the Plummer model profile was fixed to p = 2 [(1), yellow histogram] or left as a free parameter
[(2), blue histogram]. The input distribution of Dflat values are shown by the black dashed histogram in both panels. In the left
panel (A), the input mock filaments had a fixed input p = 2 and a flat input distribution of Dflat between 0.03 pc and 0.34 pc. In
the right panel (B), the input mock filaments had a power-law distribution of Dflat diameters between 0.03 and 0.25 pc, similar to
the distribution of FWHM widths in Fig. B.2B and B.4B, and a Gaussian distribution of p values with a mean of 2 and a standard
deviation of 0.3. The power-law slopes of the measured distributions of Dflat diameters (shown as yellow and blue straight lines for
the Dflat(1) and Dflat(2) estimates, respectively) are only ∼ 30% shallower than the slope of the input distribution (black straight
line).
Fig. B.9: Same as Fig. B.5 for Plummer-shaped synthetic filaments with a fixed central column density contrast C0 = 1, a fixed
input Dflat = 0.1 pc diameter (dashed black straight line in the left panel), and a flat distribution of input p values between 1.5 and
3.2 (dashed black histogram in the right panel).
Figure B.9 shows that a flat distribution of p values is ob-
tained when the input mock filaments have a flat distribution of
p indices from 1.5 to 3.2 and a fixed Dflat diameter. When p
and Dflat are fitted simultaneously in this case, the distribution of
derived Dflat values peaks at the constant input Dflat value. The
derived distribution of Dflat radii has a larger dispersion when the
fitting is performed while fixing p to 2, different from the input
p values.
Figure B.10 shows the results of measurement tests obtained
from both Plummer [panel (A)] and Gaussian [panels (B) and
(C)] fitting for a sample of Plummer-shaped mock filaments
with variable input Dflat values along their crests. In these tests,
each synthetic filament was given a power-law distribution of
Dflat values along its crest. (The distribution of median, crest-
averaged Dflat diameters for the sample of 180 input filaments
also followed a power law). It can be seen that the distribution
of derived median Dflat values (Fig. B.10A) and the distribution
of derived median FWHM widths (Fig. B.10B) are both consis-
tent with the input distributions down to ∼ 0.025 pc, close to the
resolution of the background column density map. Figure B.10C
shows that the distribution of individual FWHM widths mea-
sured along the filament crests (before averaging) reproduces
well the input distribution of individual Dflat diameters.
Appendix B.3: Summary and conclusions regarding the
reliability of filament width estimates
The inner widths of filaments with Gaussian-like intrinsic pro-
files are estimated reliably by both 1) our method of deriving
the half-power diameter without any fitting (Sect. 3.2) and 2) the
FWHM widths derived from Gaussian fits to the observed pro-
files (Sect. 3.3.1). The latter FWHM estimates are not affected
by the fitting range for Gaussian-shaped filaments. For a fixed
input width constant along the filament crest, the distribution of
individual FWHM widths derived along and on either side of
the filament crests show some excursion from the median value
of the distribution (consistent with the input fixed value), that
may be attributed to bad measurements and/or spurious struc-
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Fig. B.10: Results of measurements performed to test the reliability of inner-width estimates from both Plummer and Gaussian fits
to the profiles of 180 Plummer-shaped synthetic filaments with variable Dflat diameters along the crests. The synthetic filaments
had a fixed input central column density contrast C0 = 1, a fixed index p = 2, and a power-law distribution of individual input
Dflat diameters between 0.022 pc and 0.19 pc with an exponent of −2 (in ∆N/∆logW, similar to that in Fig. B.4B) along each crest.
The distribution of input inner diameters is shown by a dashed black histogram in all three plots. Left: Histograms of measured
Dflat diameters from Plummer fitting. Two sets of results are provided for Dflat as explained in the caption of Fig. B.5. Middle:
Histogram of median FWHM values derived from Gaussian fits after averaging along each filament crest. Right: Histograms of
individual FWHM values measured along the filament crests. In this plot, the dashed black histogram of input Dflat values has been
rescaled so as to have the same peak as the red histogram of measured Dflat values.
tures. Considering crest-averaged values result in median fila-
ment widths that are robust in the presence of measurement er-
rors.
The inner widths of filaments with Plummer-like intrinsic
profiles can be estimated 1) without any fitting (hd estimates), 2)
with Gaussian function fitting (FWHM estimates), and 3) Plum-
mer function fitting (Dflat = 2Rflat estimates). The first two es-
timates, hd and FWHM, are affected by the power-law index
p of the Plummer profile: for the same input Dflat diameter, hd
and FWHM both increase for decreasing intrinsic p values. For
the same p index, the dispersion of the derived FWHM widths
is smaller than that of the derived hd values. While the derived
FWHM widths depend on the fitting range, they are closest to
the input Dflat diameters, and thus provide satisfactory estimates
of the filament inner widths of filaments, when the fitting range
is chosen to be 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.5hr. For this fitting range, the de-
rived FWHM widths provide accurate estimates of the Dflat di-
ameters to better than ∼ 50% (for filaments with C0 > 1) when
1.5 < p < 3. The Dflat diameters derived from Plummer fitting
provide satisfactory estimates of the intrinsic inner diameters of
Plummer-shaped filaments when the filament contrasts are large
enough (e.g. C0 >∼ 0.5). Furthermore, such Dflat estimates do not
have significant biases in the sense that the input distributions
of Dflat diameters are correctly reproduced in tests performed
on populations of Plummer-shaped synthetic filaments, indepen-
dently of the shape of the input distributions (e.g. constant, flat,
or power law). For constant input Dflat diameters, the dispersion
of measured values increases 1) when the column density con-
trast of the input filaments decreases and 2) when Dflat and p are
fitted simultaneously.
Appendix C: Column density maps and filament
skeletons
This appendix presents the column density maps of the entire
fields analyzed in this paper for seven of the eight target clouds
(see Table 1 for an overview of the target clouds). The column
density map of the entire field analyzed in the eighth target cloud
(IC5146) is shown in the right panel of Fig. 1. These column den-
sity maps were derived from HGBS data (see http://gouldbelt-
herschel.cea.fr/archives) as explained in Sect. 2.3. The skeletons
of the entire sample of filaments traced in each cloud as ex-
plained in Sect. 2.2 are shown as cyan or dark blue solid curves
in the column density maps. The cyan curves trace the crests of
the selected sample of filaments derived as explained in Sect. 3.5
(cf., Table 2).
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Fig. C.1: Herschel column density maps of the Orion B field (left panel – Könyves et al. 2018) and Aquila field (right panel –
Könyves et al. 2015) analyzed in this paper, as derived from HGBS data (http://gouldbelt-herschel.cea.fr/archives, André et al.
2010). The effective HPBW resolution is 18.′′2. The crests of the filamentary structures traced in the two clouds using DisPerSE
(see Sect. 2.2) are overlaid as solid curves. The cyan curves trace the filament crests of the selected sample, and the dark blue curves
trace the additional filament crests in the extended sample (cf. Sect. 3.5). See Table 2 for the absolute values of the persistence and
robustness thresholds of the DisPerSE runs, as well as the number of extracted filaments in each field.
Fig. C.2: Same as Fig. C.1 for the Musca cloud (left panel – see Cox et al. 2016) and Polaris cloud (right panel – see Ward-Thompson
et al. 2010; Miville-Deschênes et al. 2010).
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Fig. C.3: Same as Fig. C.1 for the Taurus/L1495 cloud (left panel – Palmeirim et al. 2013; Marsh et al. 2016) and the Ophiuchus
L1688/L1689 field (right panel – Ladjelate et al., in prep.).
Fig. C.4: Same as Fig. C.1 for the Pipe molecular cloud (Peretto et al. 2012, Roy et al., in prep.). The labels indicate the offsets in
degrees relative to the center of the map at RA(J2000) = 17:38:20 and Dec(J2000) = 27:02:25. The X–Y reference frame is rotated
by −37◦ with respect to the RA–Dec reference frame (counting positive angles east of north).
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